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Global TV cancelled the World War II-themed drama Bomb Girls 
at the end of April 2013. Since then a great number of internet 
users have voiced their opinion on the official Bomb Girls Global 
and Reelz Facebook pages, the online petitions, Twitter, Tumblr, 
and other blogs and social media.  
 
The main message is clear: Bomb Girls should not have been 
cancelled. 
 
Below is a collection of online comments from viewers that have 
spoken up after the announcement of the cancellation.  
 
The Save Bomb Girls team will keep updating this list and add 
more comments over time. Please visit savebombgirls.com for 
more details. 
 
 

 

beth b. My grandmother was a bomb girl!!..she 
worked at the general electric company of 
Ontario at eglington and warden in 
scarborough. She was sixteen at the time 
and had to lie about her age so that she 
could support her family. This show must 
stay so that my grandmother and all the 
other women that worked with her in that 
factory are not forgotten. So that their 
stories and strength and courage is not 
forgotten...please my grandmother's 
strong character made me the strong 
woman that I am today...don't let her 
stories and those like her's disappear 

Mareike Z. Because it attracts also international 
Viewer! 

Brianne C. This is a quality show, it shows the unique 
and often glazed over story of the women 
on the homefront during WWII, a story 
that's not often told, and not this well! 
Please reconsider canceling this amazing 
show, It's a refreshing break from all the 

http://www.savebombgirls.com/
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reality TV crap. The women in Bomb Girls 
are better role models than most TV 
women. Keep the show going for a little 
while longer, at least give it another 
season, you have a real gem on your 
hands! 

Kayleigh K. I want Bomb Girls back. Please renew for 
a Season three! 

Kati K. i love this show 

Rhonda K. My husband and I have really been 
enjoying this show and were in shock to 
learn this evening that the next season 
has been cancelled. It is so refreshing to 
see an intelligent, well-acted show 
depicting WWII through the eyes of these 
strong female characters as they 
efficiently carried out their important job 
for the war and interacted with the men 
who stayed behind as well as the young 
men who went to war. I feel sorry for the 
audience who has invested so much time 
in viewing this program but especially for 
the talented actors who have done an 
excellent job in this historical program. I 
sincerely hope Global will reconsider their 
business decision and allow Bomb Girls to 
continue for another season. . 

craig t. simply one of the best shows i currently 
watch showing another side of the war 
raraly been disccussed and that has been 
tucked away in a corner gathering dust 

Natalia O. As a queer lady, it is so so so wonderful to 
see realistic, powerful female characters 
that are confortable with their sexualities 
and that maintain REAL relationships! 
We need shows like Bomb Girls!! 
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kirati k. One of the best i have seen in a while. 
strong women, strong characters, great 
acting and dialogues (well,except the 
phony clifford). It is refreshing to see that 
the show brought up some well thought 
questions that should have been, but until 
now has never been asked seriously on 
any show on tv thus far. I want such an 
intelligent show to be watched and 
apprecited by everyone, specially women, 
to understand and appreciate what this 
show is trying to do. There are too many 
horrendous tv shows that run for so many 
seasons and to see that a great show like 
this cancelled is very unfortunate. 

Carolyn L. This is a great series my family enjoys. My 
husband's grandmother built planes at 
Boeing during WW2. We dug through old 
family pics and letters, and hounded the 
grand aunts and uncles for stories from 
those days. My 9 year old son is absorbed 
with this history and is writing a report 
about it for class. How the characters deal 
with social issues and humanity is 
complex, intelligent and sensitive. Bomb 
Girls has been an absolute positive 
experience for my family; and will be a big 
loss for us when the season ends. 

Brittany B. I love this show! It's so refreshing to 
watch a show based on the female 
perspective, which is a high caliber drama 
instead of some night time, degrading 
"soap opera" equivalent that draws on 
cheap and easy tactics to gain ratings 
from the female demographic. This show 
is inspiring, engaging, intelligent and 
superbly done. It is a show Canada can be 
proud of producing. We all know our 
entertainment industry needs work, 
because our talent is forever being lost to 
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the US. Please keep this amazing show 
alive. This is such a shame. Let's stop 
selling out to garbage, cookie cutter shows 
produced by huge US comglomerates. 

Stephanie K. You would think that in this day and age, 
shows with strong female characters 
would not be hard to come by, and it's 
true that sometimes it feels like there are 
plenty of shows out there, but just after a 
few minutes of watching Bomb Girls, it 
becomes clear that those other shows pale 
in comparison to Bomb Girls. There 
simply isn't a show out there right now 
that treats its characters with such 
respect, that creates storylines from the 
heart in the way that Bomb Girls does. 
These women are not just good 
characters. They are role models. I look 
up to them. I see myself in them, 
regardless of the time/period difference. 
Bomb Girls has found what exists in all of 
us. It would be such a travesty to let it go. 
As someone living in the United States, I 
can't buy the episodes. But I want it to be 
known that I would. In a heartbeat. And I 
know others that would do the same. I 
want so badly to support this show, and 
living in the US makes that difficult. I 
know sometimes viewership numbers and 
money count more than they should, but 
PLEASE know that there is a viewship out 
here (in the world, outside of Canada). 
We care, we're devoted to this show, we 
will keep watching (and loving and 
supporting). I hope you reconsider, or 
find another venue for this show. 

Melissa M. I haven't been invested in Canadian TV 
shows since watching the original 
Degrassi series and Road to Avonlea and 
that was when I was growing up. I'm not 
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one who usually joins campaigns to save 
shows but this show is too good to just 
give up and move on. The storylines are 
well written and all the actresses and 
actors have great chemistry amongst each 
other. I love the friendships between the 
women and to see the difficulties and 
discrimination women faced at that time. 
Plus this show is Canadian, what more 
can I say about having Canadian pride for 
such a good show! As you can see it's not 
only Canadians and Americans that watch 
this show but others around the world 
too. So please don't give up on this show!! 

alisa w. This show is excceptionally well written. 
The cast is amazing. There are not many 
shows outlining the history of Canada's 
war times. This show has opened my eyes 
to everything that women in Canada had 
to go through. Smart, well written shows 
that center strong women are rare. It is 
encouraging for women to see other 
women stand up and work for Canada like 
the girls in this show. Please renew! This 
show has been so moving and powerful, 
and the story is far from over. 

Adam M. This show is important to me for a few 
reasons. First off, my cousin-in-law Jim 
Codrington plays Leon Riley on the show 
and it has been one of the most consistent 
roles of his career. It has helped my 
family so much and I'm eternally grateful. 
Also, as a writer and fan of good TV 
Drama, I feel like Bomb Girls has raised 
the bar for Canadian TV shows. All too 
often, we see the "made in Canada" logo 
on a show and cringe in terror at the 
cheesiness and forced Canadian 
references that will ensue. Bomb Girls 
does away with that, ensuring that while 
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the show is set in Canada, it never gets 
cheesy or hokey. It focuses on its 
characters and tells a great period war 
story. In short; its fantastic. Canada needs 
Bomb Girls! 

Rebecca J. Remember the suggestion box? Well this 
is ours! The daughters and 
granddaughters of the real bomb girls are 
DEMANDING another season. This show 
reminded me what it means to be a 
woman in America. I'd rather watch this 
than naked women on "reality" shows any 
day. You want good ratings? You want to 
make the big bucks? Then quit 
disappointing your fans, quit canceling 
shows that your audience loves and make 
another season of Bomb Girls. JUST DO 
IT! 

Diane B. Can't believe they want to cacel this 
program. Has the kind of content so 
lacking in today's tv schedules. Those 
(un)reality shows so popular with the tv 
networks are just stylized form of 
bullying. Bomb Girls handles real life 
issues of domestic violence, prejudice, 
unconventional relationships, poverty and 
disability with sensitivity. Keep it on, 
trash the Amazing Race, Survivor, 
Apprentice, et al. 

Karisha S. This show is way better then most in 
America also yay for Canada 

Ashley d. amazing show that digs into Canadian 
history. One of the best Canadian tv 
shows I have ever watched 

Mary D. I love this show. I am proud that it is 
Canadian, in it's story and its production. 
I especially love Betty. I had never 
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considered before how hard it must have 
been to be gay or lesbian in an era when 
there were simply no role models like, for 
example, Ellen or Rosie. Please save this 
wonderful show - it's refreshing to watch 
a show about strong women - who LOOK 
like real women - and who have believable 
relationships. Please save this show!! 

Mia B. I'm am a huge fan of Bomb Girls it is such 
a unique show and has wonderful stories 
and tells a history that is very rarely 
represented so well on TV. This show 
connects with me the characters 
(especially Betty) connect with me. The 
actors are wonderful! The plot is 
fantastic! Please, please, please re-
consider your decision in canceling Bomb 
Girls please, don't be like every other TV 
network and take away something so 
many love!! Thank you so much!!! 

Beth L. Save BOmb Girls!!!! My life depends on 
it! 

Karen T. I have been watching a number of shows 
detailing the time just prior to WWI to 
just after WWII. All of these shows are 
from Britain and I was thrilled to learn 
about "Bomb Girls" as it presents the 
second World War from the perspective 
of Canada and women. I have an entirely 
new perspective on war and on our 
Canadian History of that time. It is 
interesting to then "marry" that 
perspective with what I am learning from 
the four or five British programs I am 
watching set in and around the same time 
period. This program is well done and 
shows how difficult the lives of women 
were even while we were expanding our 
horizons through meaningful work. I am 
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hoping that young women will see how 
important it is to fight for our rights and 
for the rights of all people. It really is one 
of the best programs on TV, well written, 
excellent cast. Please reconsider. 

jonathan j. we all loves the bomb girls is the best 
show we all ever watched,we look forward 
watching every monday,can,t keep our 
eyes off that show,true diehard fan of the 
bomb girls,we all truly loved the show. 

Heather G. Great quality show, 

Don M. Awesome show displaying Actors with 
real talent. 

Elizabeth N. I believe I speak for many American 
viewers who are just discovering this 
show via Netflix and were simultaneously 
thrilled to find it and saddened to find 
that it is being cancelled. Why not take 
advantage of this new and growing 
audience? Please reconsider your 
decision. 

Francis C. I love the actors 

Melissa L. Great show and we need great canadian 
TV!! 

Frieda M. Quality Canadian TV that actually gives a 
fair representation of women! 

Lauren M. Bomb Girls is a special, innovative, 
original show that needs to be on 
television because it sheds light on the 
untold stories of the heroic women who 
put there lives on the line to help make a 
difference in the world during war. I think 
those stories are needed and surely laking 
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in t.v these days. I love all the cast, crew, 
writers, etc that were able to put a 
masterpiece like this show together. You 
can't let that group of talented individual 
go. I will be watching it in America with a 
lot of my friends on reelz. So, please 
renew Bomb Girls for a 3rd season. 

Jan P. great characters and storylines 

Anne M. it our past 

Crystal P. I love Bomb Girls! Don't cancell it!!!! 

Emma M. This show has finally shown something so 
rarely displayed on tv; women in real 
friendships, fighting for real issues and 
not just revolving their lives around who 
they're dating and having that be the 
extent of their storyline. These characters 
are complex, they're complicated, they're 
3 dimensional for once. Cancelling this 
show and depriving its audience of a real 
ending would be a massive disservice to 
everyone whos fallen in love with them. 

Elaine M. I look forward to this show every week. I 
rarely like t.v. shows. 

Jordan R. Again, thus is one of the best sites on 
television right now and it would be a 
complete Shane to end it. 

laura n. If I could live for a month inside any TV 
show, it would be this one. the writing is 
superb and makes the viewer really feel 
part of the lives of the characters. Having 
a Gay character gives those in the LGBT 
community a voice and it's also showing 
that true friends don't care what your 
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sexuality is. This is an important show 
and must be saved. 

Lea T. I've been so over tv lately and then I 
decided to watch an episode of bomb girls 
on Netflix and I was so overwhelmingly 
surprised. This show has, hands down, 
some of the best writing and characters 
I've seen in years. I mean honestly, a show 
where women aren't depicted as catty 
bitches and mere plot devices for the 
men? It's actually rather disgusting to say 
that has been so hard to find recently. 
Bomb girls really moved me, and I really 
do believe if picked up for another season 
this amazing shows fanbase will certainly 
grow. 

Blanche V. This tv show is awesome. THE CAST IS 
AWESOME. I NEED IT HAHA! 

Alessandra R. Such a great show as if it's getting 
cancelled!! 

Abigail I. The show is too amazing to cancel! It'll 
break so many hearts! 

R M. LOVE BOMB GIRLS!! Such a great show 
about the Canadian part in WWII 
also...something different :) 

Shanea N. "This is not the end, nor is it the 
beginning of the end but it is the end of 
the beginning." 

Brandi K. I LOVE THIS SHOW! It's created really 
well, the details are fantastic, the story 
line is intriguing, the actors are 
phenomenal. Global's best decision was 
making season two and worst decision is 
cancelling the series. It's great for 
showing females of all ages their 
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importance and teaching them they, as 
well as the men, can have everything, 
including a family and a career. It sheds 
light on huge part of the war that was 
overlooked. BRING IT BACK! 

Lori G. We love this show!!! We laugh, we cry and 
we look forward to watching every week. 
Not only is it entertaining it is somewhat 
of a history lesson. My children ask 
questions about our (Canadian) part in 
WWII. It also allows us to see the type of 
place that my grandmother worked 
during the war. It shows how women's 
roles began to change and how 
challenging it was. Please don't cancel this 
wonderful program!! 

Ginevre S. I love this show. I don't want it to end. 

Spring M. This is one of the best original shows to 
air on TV in ages. Period. Not just for 
Canada, not just for its genre. Please don't 
give in to the American model of garbage 
reality TV -- this is a gem and you know 
it! Do not cancel something with so much 
talent, substance and integrity! 

Teresa L. This is important to me because I feel 
bomb girls exhibited not only important 
historical events but also portrayed 
women during this time in a new light 
(which was much needed). The shows 
exciting storyline, unique characters and 
authenticity is what ultimately set it apart 
from all the other shows. 

Lib L. Bomb Girls is one of the best tv shows out 
there, and the fact that it's Canadian is 
more than enough to keep it on. it's the 
only show that let's us see what it was like 
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during WWII for women, who are the 
unsung heroes. without them, who knows 
what would have happened? everyone 
should know that. 

brian s. it's the best show on air that has a true 
Canadian content 

Mckayla D. The show is not only historical but also 
interesting. Many young women and 
older women alike can relate to the 
characters in the show. Not only that, but 
the show is completey well-written and 
the actors/actresses are great! 

Karen C. This is an excellent show depicting a very 
important time in our history. It shows 
how very important woman were during 
wartime. My mother worked in a defense 
plant and I have been able to see just how 
things were at that time. Such a great 
show. Not enough good TV. Sick and tired 
of reality shows. 

Leah S. One of the best written shows on 
television. Please don't let this go to make 
way for more of the same mindless drivel. 

Lesley This is a great show about our past. We 
are losing our heritage at a great rate of 
speed. We need to let everyone know what 
happened in the past. The show is really 
good great actors as well. Very well done. 
DO NOT DO THIS!!!! 

Heather S. I love this show. My mom & I always 
watch it together. We have never had a 
show we like in common. 

Joyce G. Can't imagine why this series would be 
cancelled. It's one of the few shows on TV 
worth watching. History, superlative 
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acting, awesome story line. There has not 
been an episode that I didn't enjoy. Please 
reconsider and keep this show on the air. 
There is so much more storyline to 
explore. 

Ydamor R. Global Executives! Dare to support 
quality TV! Stand behind a show that 
presents a different point of view to the 
most significant even in the history of the 
northern hemisphere! Shows like Bomb 
Girls are our last hope to stop the 
iditiotization of TV viewers! 

Olga B. Great show, Canadian and stories are 
interesting about strong women. Please 
keep it!!! 

Megan F. Bomb Girls is hands down one of the best 
shows I have seen in my life. It is not just 
entertaining, but moving, thought 
provoking and educational. I love 
watching the character development of 
the strong and diverse female leads. 
Bomb Girls does not shy away from 
tackling controversial issues such as 
infidelity, sexuality, abortion, religion etc. 
The show promotes diversity and evokes 
empathy from its audience. This is so 
refreshing as most stations are saturated 
with banal reality shows. As a young 
Canadian woman, watching this show 
empowers me to consider my impact on 
the world, and also helps me imagine my 
Grandmother's youth. It unites 
generations and has so much potential. 
Please keep telling these compelling 
stories about great women. Thank you. 

Terri B. This is a great Canadian program that 
needs to be saved 
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Nick D. Global needs a wake up call, always 
cancelling shows that show ratings is 
nonsense. 

Jade L. Because this show is AWESOME! So 
much better than a lot of other stuff on 
TV. 

Rachel M. This show is awesome! 

Meredith H. This show is the best! 

John G. There are so few programs - TV or feature 
length movies - that tell about the 
Canadian involvement in WWII. There is 
so much we do not know about our own 
history! This show helps rectify that, to a 
degree. It's well-written, well-acted and 
an award-winning show, as well. I really 
do thing it would be extremely 
unfortunate for Global to cancel it while 
continuing to pick up feeds of American 
shows from US-based networks. Shame 
on you, Global! Where is your sense of 
Canadian patriotism? 

Kathleen A. Why on Earth would you ever want to 
cancel Bomb Girls??!!!! I love this show, 
my son loves this show, my coworkers 
love this show, my friends love this show. 
It’s what we talk about at work every 
Tuesday. Seriously! The cast is awesome, 
the acting ,phenomenal and the costumes 
and set decor is so authentic and it brings 
back wonderful memories of my Mother 
and Father and my childhood growing up 
in Vancouver, BC. The story lines, the 
plots, everything about this show is so 
wonderfully good! I can’t get enough of it. 
This is good television, tv watching at its 
best. . It is such a refreshing change from 
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all the boring reality shows, really, how 
many more bachelor shows and hoarding 
shows can one stomach. Please please 
please, I beg you, my son begs you, my co-
workers beg you my friends beg you and 
all the other Bomb Girl fans beg you, 
don’t cancel the show! It’s what we want 
to watch! 

Jessica L. I find this amazing show just to hear is is 
cancelled. please bring it back. many love 
it! 

Virginia M. Bomb Girls is the best show on TV! 

Amber M. Amazing programming that is good for 
the whole family. 

Pamela C. It's an amazing show 

Keely H. This is an amazing Canadian show! 
Watching it is one of the highlights of my 
week. Keep Bomb Girls on the air! 

Sandy D. Strong female characters, great costumes 
and sets, great plot. My 17 year old 
daughter is gay and Betty is a role model 
for her 

Leslie K. Such a well-acted series. 

Jennifer S. One of the Best Canadian shows ever 
made. Lots of history and important info-
great story lines. 

Maggie H. Because I am so in love and invested into 
these characters! 

Karen K. Best show in a very long time! Great story 
& acting. 
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Christine L. My teenage daughter and I finally have 
something to watch and enjoy together 
and they cancel it???? Shame. 

Sue B. BOMB GIRLS is one of the "can hardly 
wait for the next episode" shows. It 
encourages so much conversation about 
womens' development, social isssues & 
changes, personal interactions & 
Canadian History, that some of us can 
remember & relate to. And, it's won 
awards. 

Esme O. Bomb Girls is very important to me. The 
tough, fearless characters have given me 
courage in a difficult time of my life. It is 
really great to see positive, real, media 
portrayals of women, and Betty especially 
has given me courage to accept myself. 
Thank you Global TV network for what 
you have given me so far; please continue 
Bomb Girls so other girls can gain 
confidence from your show, as I have. The 
world needs more positive feminist role 
models! 

Mallory B. There is no other show on television that 
we'll be able to find that portrays women 
as honourably, as strongly, and as 
importantly as the team of writers for this 
show do. Each woman's story is unique 
and equally important, and essentially 
necessary to be told altogether. It's really 
saddening that these story lines, history 
lessons, character's developments, and 
messages of empowerment, are going to 
be stopped so short. When there's so 
much more to be told and shown through 
them. Such important and relatable issues 
are addressed and broadened on this 
show because of the entire phenomenal 
team behind it. 
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Christina C. I absolutely LOVE Bomb Girls! It's a 
revolutionary Canadian tv show that 
needs to stay on the air! :D 

Marie-Pier B. It's one of the best TV show I've ever 
witnessed!! 

Barbara W. brings history to life. good to see 
something not based in U.S.A 

Rebekah B. PLEASE!!!!!! Keep this show going, it 
inspires me and makes me happy :) 

Marjorie D. Love this program. Please continue!! 

Esther M. Please bring bomb girls back! 

KRIS K. THIS IS A SHOW THAT CAN BE 
SHARED BY ALL MEMBERS OF OUR 
FAMILY. GRANDPARENTS WHO LIVED 
THROUGH THIS ERA CAN REFLECT 
AND SHARE THEIR OWN STORIES. 
YOUNGER PEOPLE CAN LEARN MORE 
ABOUT WW2 WHILE BEING ENGAGED 
IN A GREAT STORYLINE WITH MANY 
THEMES. EACH EPISODE CONTAINS 
SO MUCH HISTORICAL INFORMATION 
AS WELL AS EMOTIONS, EXCELLENT 
ACTING AND CAMERA WORK. IT IS 
OUR FAVORITE SHOW! 

Amanda C. Great show. Don't go out like Lost or The 
Sopranos. 

Nora M. It is so well done, please keep it going. 

Priscilla L. My husband and I discovered "Bomb 
Girls" only recently on Netflix. We live in 
Seattle. We have LOVED this smart, 
moving, and finely acted series and are so 
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sorry to know that it has been cancelled. 
Please know that the series continues to 
touch so many of us - please consider 
continuing this fine series for at least 
another year! 

Janis M. I love this show, it's a history lesson in a 
fun way. Please continue for many more 
seasons. 

Ruth H. Save the show please it has been a 
fantastic series don't deprive viewers of 
further wonderful episodes. 

M. J. I want the show to go on. Reality TV 
sucks. I like this series better than 
anything else. 

Jennifer V. This show is GREAT !!!! Please bring it 
back!!!♥ 

Casandra C. Amazing show!!! 

Somer P. this show is SO well done. How could it 
ever get cancelled? I am so sad...I just 
found this show yesterday and am in love 
with it and was so bummed to find out 
there are no more seasons to watch! :( 

D. N. Global Should Listen To The Public ! 

Michael H. One of the best on TV, Canada or US. 
There is such depth to the storyline and to 
each of the characters. This deserves to be 
renewed. 

Jane It would be fab for you to continue with 
the life stories and to make a Series 3 of 
Bomb Girls. 
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adie Please save this show! I only just found 
it...and it is AMAZING!! 

Megan K. It is a huge mistake to cancel Bomb Girls! 
If the focus were on the men of WWII, 
would this even be an issue? I doubt it. I 
never missed an episode -- my small way 
to honor the sacrifices women made 
during this time. It is well documented 
what men sacrificed, but not of their 
support from home. 

K. C. Come on Global! This is your chance to 
continue some quality programing that I 
never missed. Please do a season 3. 

Kathy D. Love this show - real women doing a 
man's job. Love the clothes, cars - acting 
is superb! 

Louise S. Barnbow was a large munitions factory in 
my city during WW1 and many women 
were killed during an explosion. This part 
of women's history, their bravery and 
nerve in the face of daunting duties, is 
woefully under-represented in the media. 
Bomb Girls was a wonderful and rare 
contribution. Do your duty-BRING IT 
BACK!! 

adrienne The problem is Global wants to cancel it. 
theres talk about moving it to an 
american company but Global tv wants to 
end the show. In spite of a poor timeslot 
Bomb Girls had great ratings for a 
nonmainstream program with 
controversial content (because in 2013 
having in depth female characters of all 
kinds of background is still 
unrecognized!)I think if another company 
is willing to pick up Bomb Girls (maybe 
Reelz since they had The Kennedys 
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miniseries, or PBS or another company) 
we might have a chance of keeping the 
show alive. Even if its just for the Firefly-
esque movie and 10 years from now we’ll 
still be asking why it got canceled. 

Trombonist I just… I just really want good things for 
all the characters. I wanted to see them 
celebrating when the war ended and 
figuring out what to do after the war and 
staying in I I want Betty to get her house 
and a kick-ass girlfriend (Kate or not) and 
a job where she can show everyone how 
awesome she is.I want Kate to find a place 
where she feels like she really belongs and 
is safe and can sing a lot and maybe she 
lives in Betty’s house too. I want Vera to 
take over some big awesome business and 
be the boss. I want Carol to start making 
friends with all the others and maybe 
work with Vera and keep being awesome 
and snarky. I want Lorna to be able to 
find a balance between work and family 
and be majorly fulfilled. I want Marco’s 
family to come back together and for 
everyone to acknowledge what his family 
went through. I’m still ticked at Gladys 
over the spy thing but I’d really love for 
her to be happy and independent and 
working. Why must this show be 
cancelled? :’( 

Tessa Kennedy Yikes, I still can’t believe we won’t get a 
third season. There is something seriously 
wrong with that… 

Ashley So many feelings…I can’t words 
express…My brain is stuck repeating “this 
is not okay. I am not okay. This is NOT 
okay! Seriously though, this show quickly 
became my one of (if not my all time) 
favourite shows. Every character touched 
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me in a way no other show has ever come 
close to. I feel like I am actually mourning 
friends, not just a television show. I am 
glad we all had a chance to meet these 
exceptional characters, and the passionate 
people behind them. Yes, it is a crime 
against humanity to cancel this show after 
only two seasons, but I am also grateful a 
show this wonderful came along to show 
us what quality storytelling on television 
looks like. How one show can reach out to 
so many groups and unite us with a 
common history. To show us that, while 
not always perfect, a show can try to be 
respectful to minorities and actually be 
educational about history and social 
movements. Kate, your recaps have 
captured all of my thoughts and emotions 
better than I could have ever verbalized 
myself. Your recaps were always my first 
stop after watching an episode 
(occasionally I would even put off 
watching one until your recap got posted 
because feelings). I hope you can recover 
enough to do retro-caps of the first 
season. Also, you’re safe here now is 
forever seared into my soul. 

LK That’s it. This will cause America to 
invade Canada. You better saddle up yer 
moose, cause we’re coming for out TV 
shows. AT LEAST WE STILL HAVE LOST 
GIRL, RIGHT? 

Rebecca Proof that the universe is cruel: Bomb 
Girls is cancelled after two seasons. Glee 
is renewed for two more. 

Eifa I am heartbroken, but not surprised; 
what’s more worrying is that the tweets 
from the cast indicate that production of 
the tv movie is still very much up in the 
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air. I’m glad everyone loves Betty so much 
– she is truly fabulous, a unique 
contribution to lesbian tv history and so 
wonderfully and empathetically played by 
our dear Alibear. But I really want to put a 
shout out here for Kate Andrews, and her 
own special contribution to the pantheon 
of televised ladies who gay. One of the 
most frustrating things for me was that as 
this lovely fandom grew I was unable to 
enjoy the show’s rising popularity because 
so many watchers seemed hell bent on 
condemning Kate to the fiery pits her 
father so loved to evoke. I know, I know, 
we’re sick of coming out stories (although 
how many are actually any good?) and 
tedious gayngst, but Kate’s story was 
something else. Her struggles to survive 
her abuse and to fight for who she is – in 
her music, in her relationships, in her 
faith and her work – was so unbelievably 
affecting, and every second she breathed 
was a triumph over those who would drag 
her down. Her strength was astounding, 
and this season I’ve enjoyed nothing more 
than watching her systematically tell 
anyone who tried to control her to go f 
themselves with a tin of beans, with the 
possible exception of the jump cut from 
Betty’s first lady bang to the word 
‘VICTORY’. It makes me really sad that, 
realistically speaking, we wont see Kate’s 
story resolve fully in the remaining 
episodes, and possibly not at all. In the 
end I just really hope that wherever she 
decides she stands on the old sexuality 
spectrum she can keep building that self-
love and remain the badass Disney 
Princess we know she is inside. So yes, I 
love Betty more than everything else on 
TV in the last ten years, pretty much, and 
I am so terribly sad that the future will 
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not hold my regular injection of Ali 
Liebert’s ridiculous heartbreaking face, 
but hats off to Katie too. 

Trombonist But this was the best show in the history 
of ever. You can’t just go and cancel the 
best show in the history of ever. 

Heather It hurts my heart that Bomb Girls has 
been cancelled, yet Glee will live to see 
another season. I’d rather have two more 
seasons of fearless females characters 
navigating their identities with real depth 
than two more seasons of lackluster 
covers of popular songs and half-assed 
attempts to to discuss social issues–and 
I’m an ex-Show Choir kid. 

Hannah I sent Shaw an email this morning 
promising that I’d move to Canada if they 
renewed Bomb Girls. There is obviously 
no god. 

Jessie this is the saddest :( i need to find 
something just like bomb girls to fill the 
hole in my life… books? other tv? 
anything!!! 

Lora I hope I didn’t bust y’all’s ear drums with 
my anguished cries just now. I wanted to 
make sure they could hear them in 
Canada. Dear Shaw Media and Global TV: 
I will start saying “aboot” instead of 
“about” if you please just renew “Bomb 
Girls.” I will even adopt a moose. And try 
poutine. And enroll at Degrassi High. Just 
renew the damn show. 

Genevieve This is just like Firefly all over again. 
WHY, CANADA, WHY. 
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sunhaina NOOOOOOOO!!! Canada, how can you do 
this to us? I thought you were friendly 
and inoffensive and effing good at making 
quality TV! Why are you breaking my 
heart like this? 

Lily I feel like a lot of people are just getting 
into Bomb Girls and falling in love with it, 
and then they go and fucking cancel it!? 
MY BREASTS ACHE WITH RAGE! 

Kirsten I just found this show, watched every 
episode released so far in the span of 
three days… and then they go and cancel 
it! For shame! 

Samantha Seriously the worst news I’ve received in a 
while. Why would they do this? I know 
Canadian film/tv industry is really 
struggling right now, but they had a gold 
mine! I just don’t understand why they 
would just throw something like this 
away. 

Paper0Flowers This is so infuriating. Global, if it’s an 
honour to host this show, WHY THE 
FUCK ARE YOU CANCELLING IT. I 
would love for CBC to pick this up. Oh 
god, I can’t believe they’re not continuing 
with this  

Mavis B. I would just like to join the chorus in 
hollering about how much Bomb Girls’ 
cancellation sucks. It’s sad that we have 
only a handful, if that, of shows featuring 
strong, well-developed female characters 
on TV. It’s even sadder that we have to 
import them from other countries (here in 
the US), and it’s the saddest that they get 
cancelled after two seasons, in spite of 
decent ratings and good streaming 
numbers. It just doesn’t bode well for 
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other TV being made that appeals to 
women, let alone lesbians. I mean, when 
was the last time you can think of that a 
decently watchable lesbian movie was 
made in the US? Or that a lesbian 
character served as anything other than 
eye candy or monster bait on a TV show, 
or had any semblance of a real romantic 
relationship that didn’t involve a man? 
Ugh. I’m just so damn frustrated. What 
we need to do is to start writing and 
funding queer movies and TV shows 
ourselves. That’s what the Internet and 
Kickstarter is for, right? Either 
Autostraddle or AfterEllen (does anyone 
between the ages of 16 and 40 read 
AfterEllen anymore?) should have a 
feature where they spotlight the 
Kickstarter film/TV/short movie projects 
of lesbian and bisexual women and tras* 
folks that pass some kind of 
sniff/laugh/Bechdel/actual quality test 
that need funding. If we start showing 
mainstream production companies that 
there is interest and buying power behind 
lesbian/queer/gender queer films, then 
maybe better products that are more 
relevant to our interests will get made. 
Sadly, it seems to late for that to happen 
for Bomb Girls – because apparently logic 
doesn’t apply to Canadian broadcasting, 
but maybe we can help get something else 
going that is just as good. 

Reena You had one job Global! 

K NO. Back-to-back viewing of Mad Men 
and Bomb Girls created such a beautiful 
balance in my week…this is a sad day for 
lesbian- and history-lovers everywhere. 
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JMO Ugh…. I just started watching because of 
AS!!! Why do all the good things get 
cancelled? I think we should petition 
Netflix to pick it up like they have with 
Arrested Development. 

Ava I feel like Global or Shaw or whomever 
really dropped the ball here. If you know 
you have a big international following for 
your show, give the fans outside of 
Canada a legal way to watch it that will 
generate ratings/ad revenue for the 
network. That’s what Lost Girl has done 
and I think they’re doing well with it. (It 
got renewed for a 4th season, at any rate.) 
If you can’t get a foreign network to pick 
up the show, at least unlock the streams 
on your website so international viewers 
can watch there. (I don’t at all know how 
these things work, technologically or 
legally, but that makes sense in my head.) 
It does no good to have an international 
following if they can’t help with 
ratings/revenue because the only way for 
them to see the show is via illegal means. 
Bomb Girls is a brilliant show; I started 
watching because of the lesbian character 
but she’s not even my favorite now. (That 
honor goes to Ms. Gladys Witham.) I feel 
like that’s how I know a show is really 
good – if I’d watch it even if there weren’t 
lesbians. Really sad to see it end so soon. 

Wahine Take a good damn look and remember 
this, Ladies. This is how much respect 
these media companies do NOT have for 
you. They don’t give a rat’s ass when an 
amazingly well-written, multidimensional 
slice of historical story telling with women 
at its core and with complex characters 
that we NEVER EVER get to see 
anywhere else on TV comes along. All 
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they care about is how much $MONEY$ 
they are or are not making on a show. And 
yes, this is why pathetic, vapid shows like 
Survivor and The Voice persist, while 
critically-acclaimed projects like Bomb 
Girls are maimed (by horrible scheduling) 
and eventually killed (when heads-up-
their-asses MediaCo execs claim the 
ratings are not there). Bye bye shitty 
television and the shitty media companies 
that force feed it to us. I’m done. 

Tessa K. I can’t live in a world with no McAndrews. 
Hoping that CBC will pick the show up. 

Susan H. the Canadian networks of which Global is 
one was supposed to have a certain 
amount of shows originated Canada to 
provide a buffer for the onslaught of 
American shows….that has not happened 
ever…and , now we will not have any 
more bomb girls…a show that showed 
how many of our grandmothers and 
mothers worked so hard in ww2 … not 
just because the men were not there but 
because there were no one to fill some of 
the worst jobs ever ..like air traffic 
control…going without much food for 
many hours in freezing towers wearing 
ridiculous uniforms suited for the 
summer. The stories portrayed on the 
show managed to personalize for many of 
us ..the true underrepresented stories of 
what women do during wars.It is a real 
shame that we have so much shit on TV 
and yet cannot come up with the money 
to keep up with quality shows because 
some executive does not understand the 
need for entertainment and education. 

Chavela This… blows. I don’t get it. It’s apparently 
like a national home-grown TV sensation 
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in Canada. Strange decision. In terms of 
awesome historical TV characters, 
however, I humbly offer a shout-out to 
Isabel on the Spanish cowboy epic Tierra 
de Lobos. She’s a gun-totin’ tequila-
drinkin’ babe with a (mostly) convincing 
storyline. Unfortunately getting the 
English subtitle versions are difficult at 
present *holds out hope for DVD*! I also 
don’t know how stable that show is at 
present, in terms of renewal- argh! What 
is WRONG with the world. 

Afton J. Yay! Save Bomb Girls! Such a fun show 
with positive portrayals of women. 
Definitely passes the bechdel test! Hope it 
can be saved. 

Hannah B. Just discovered you guys on netflix, doing 
a marathon!!! Wishin there was more 
than 2 seasons!! Unlike other girl themed, 
you don't exploit them, make it unreal by 
making them more of a sex symbol than a 
true to life women helping war efforts. 
Bravo! 

Kimber P. Please bring back this truly great show! 

Gail K. Please renew the Bomb girls it's one of my 
favourite show. 

Hilary F. Bomb Girls is an excellent, smartly 
written TV series, that talks about women 
entering the work force during World War 
II. The series is well cast and the 
characters are interesting and diverse. I 
love the costuming as well. I am sad to 
hear that Global TV (Canadian TV 
Production Company) is cancelling this 
TV series. It is rare to find such an 
engaging TV series. 
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Tanya F. Terribly disappointed that Bomb Girls 
isn't returning this season. I really 
enjoyed the show and watched every 
week. 

Rosalyn R. Such an amazing, quality show in among 
all the "reality" crap that dominates the 
airwaves. 

Sue W. Cannot believe there will be no more 
Bomb Girls, its been the best series[apart 
from Downton Abbey] thats bee non 
british tv for ages,please campain to keep 
it 

Doris S. I love this show!!! 

Ro P. This was an amazing show. Loved each 
character. Great story lines. What 
happened?????? Bring Bomb girls back. 
Need more shows like this. 

Isis R. I am so disappointed show is not in 2014 
line up. It was nice to see a series that 
wasn't about law enforcement, emergency 
medicine as the present trend seems to 
be. I was entertained and engaged in the 
lives of the characters who were 
refreshingly written as strong, intelligent 
beings. I hope it comes back. 

Kathryn M. I'm glad to see that all the badges I 
printed and decorated with drawings of 
Vancouver garden flowers had some effect 
after I sent them to Global. I have just e-
mailed the questions page of TVWeek to 
see if Global has given any date for when 
it will be shown. 

Matt S. Great show, well written interesting 
characters. I have been watching on 
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Netflix, and want to see a season 3! 
Maybe Netflix should pick it up as a 
Netflix original series? 

Monica T. I love bomb girls, and their stories and 
relationships were in the middle of 
growing. I am going to really miss Bomb 
Girls, and I really hope they bring this 
show back!! 

Chantal K. I'm really sad because of the end of Bomb 
girl's!I need a new season! 

Kat P. Just when you get truly enthralled in a 
show, they rip it away  

Alicia G. Just got turned into the show via a Netflix 
suggestion! So sad to hear now after I 
have furiously watched all episodes that 
the show has been cancelled. Please bring 
it back! 

Kira H. Just watched seasons 1 & 2 again! Cannot 
get enough Bomb Girls! 

Valarie J. This is the best tv series I've seen in a long 
time. It's sad how little time they give 
shows to catch fire. 

Jessica S. I'm so sad to find out that BOMB GIRLS 
was cancelled... Watching the show made 
me feel closer to my deceased 
grandmother who was a product of that 
era...  

Jordan R. Just started watching and I love it! Would 
be a loss if it was cancelled 

Marie C. Here's my little V-Mail! It's such a shame 
Bomb Girls is coming to an end. The show 
really brings to light how much the 
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women helped with the war effort. It's 
also a breath of fresh air seeing a show 
that has such a strong group of female 
characters. I sincerely hope it gets picked 
up by another network because it has a 
very strong fan base and it's just really an 
amazing show! I don't even have words to 
describe how much I adore Bomb Girls! 

Jennifer G. Bring back Bomb Girls! 

Christina P. LOVED THIS SHOW.....PLEASE 
CONYINUE IT........ 

James R. Finally a show that I actually LOOKED 
forward to seeing when I saw the original 
trailers for Season One. Loved the show 
from the start!  Although I did not live 
through that time period, my 
Grandparents and Parents did...and in 
Toronto for the most part. I awaited the 
renewal with in trepidation but was 
relieved when I heard the Second Season 
was coming...another great series! I 
wholeheartedly support the demand for a 
third Season! It is wonderful that there 
will be a movie too; but, I don't see how it 
can tie up so many storylines without 
hurting others to have all come to a 
conclusion and be realistic. Sure give us 
the movie but continue with more years of 
stories...at least for a few more Seasons... 
If the ratings and interest overseas was so 
great...take the Series to Netflix or start 
an on-line series... 

Dave R. Love this show and I hope it can be saved! 

Anne R. There are so few quality TV programs 
offered today. Please continue production 
of Bomb Girls. 
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Layla R. please bring back with Season 3...great 
show! 

Jo-Ann Leake PLEASE show support for quality TV! 
There is too much reality "junk" - inspire 
us by saving this wonderful series that 
offers viewers reality WITH grace and 
dignity! 

Alice Iaquinta This series should be continued as a 
series. It is excellent. I am so sick of 
murder, dead, mutilated bodies, criminal 
minds, crime scene investigators, and 
more and more violence. This decision to 
cancel the series is just plain stupid. Real 
people want entertainment that is well 
done. They don't want more grimeness of 
autopsies, gaping wounds, brain splatter 
and dismembered body parts. This is a 
wonderful period piece. Keep those 
episodes coming. From the USA. 

@h_m_somerville Three episodes in and I'm  absolutely in 
love with #BombGirls 

@danasfairbank

s 

happy canada day! dear canada, thank 
you for bomb girls, tatiana maslany and 
joanne kelly 

@mk_patter Monteal style bagels, maple syrup, Bomb 
Girls, Margaret Atwood, Guy Gavriel Kay 
#awesomeCanadianthings #canadaday 

@adrblepancreas Happy Canada Day! Thank you to the 
kind folks up North for giving us Shay 
Mitchell, Ellen Page, & the most feel-sy 
show ever, Bomb Girls. < 

@lauracshum Wait...there's no season ? DO YOU MEAN 
WHEN I FINISH # IT'S OVER?!??! 
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@multitudeofgee

k 

Global would only agree to a TV movie. 
But people aren't giving up. Cuz it's that 
freaking good! #SaveBombGirls 

@kita_kami this show just reminds me of Bomb Girls 
and makes me angry that Global cancelled 
that show. Fuck Canadian TV man. 

@Abby_Green i've literally been watching bomb girls for 
0 hours 

@Jayne_Dalton #BombGirls and #Firefly are the reasons 
why I should never watch/love a TV series 
until it's established or over. #Heartbreak 
#LifeLessons 

@mtsoto0 Watching the very last episode of Bomb 
girls ;( #BestShowEver #bombgirls 

@Abby_Green My favourite Bomb Girls quote thus far is 
"Hey! As long as he's got all of his parts 
and some of his teeth *thumbs up*" omfg 

@ProseFTW #BombGirls est une chouette série 
canadienne ( saisons) centrée sur des 
femmes travaillant ds une usine 
d'armement pendant la e guerre 

@tiboribi And Bomb Girls! Seriously, women 
running a munitions factory in Canada in 
WWII! SO MUCH FUN. 

@mouchey_ Watching bomb girls. LOVE THIS SHOW. 

@Abby_Green I finished Bomb Girls today and now I 
kind of don't know what to do with myself 

@BombGirlsWSG To bad I can't just buy a channel and be 
like "Bitch, we are funding this. Get at 
me." Cause I totally would if I had the 
dough. #BombGirls 
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@snarkarina @slouchgeneva Have you watched Bomb 
Girls yet. If not, you should. 

@imtheonlylizzi

e 

bomb girls is such a wonderful show sigh 

@AsheKelly Discovered a fab new Canadian wartime 
series, Bomb Girls. Aired on ITV last 
Autumn, series  this autumn. #Stylish 

@Christinaw Nothing like watching Canadian 
television to celebrate July th weekend. 
Why, oh why did I wait so long to watch 
Bomb Girls? 

@aliisamoose What brings you here today? "WELL..." 
#savebombgirls 

@dulcineahilton Another Monday without #BombGirls. 
I'm still not over it! 

@AliLiebert shooting in a location where we shot some 
@bombgirls. oh, the memories. they seem 
so far away. #sniffsniff #tired&delirious 
#wwbd 

@shutterpunk @AliLiebert @bombgirls I miss it, too. 
#BombGirls 

@ekiyono @bombgirls how can I #savebombgirls ?! 
I am completely in love with it=( is there a 
movie maybe??ugh I'm in the US=( I 
could have saved it 

@_IAintRatchet_ Fav shows — Pll, teen wolf, bomb girls, 
criminal minds, beauty and a beast, 
comma, covert affairs, degras...  

@karenpaquette

xo 

Watching a rerun of Bomb Girls, realizing 
how much I miss it #BombGirls 
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@restlessdrifter @maranda showcase is showing bomb 
girls, and so was another channel!!! We 
want season !!! 

@karenpaquette

xo 

Netflix should come out with a continued 
series of Bomb Girls like what they did 
with Arrested Development 
#savebombgirls 

@stephhnetinka I don't think I've ever expressed to the 
Internet how much I love Bomb Girls.  

@twistlittlegirl Nooooooo they cancelled Bomb Girls?!? 
WHAT THE FUCK 

@cannedpastas betty from bomb girls is my everything 

@samtl Why did they ever stop bomb girls??! 
Bring it back! #girlpower #Canada #tv 

@pouterbridgefa

n 

Good lord, my brain is officially 
corrupted. I had a dream about network 
execs and saving Bomb Girls this 
morning. It wasn't pleasant. 

@Sexy_Model @bombgirls OMG I totally love bomb 
girls I caught it on Netflix and could not 
stop watching it. I wish they'll continue 
with a third season 

@Sexy_Model Please continue producing Bomb Girls, 
The show is so amazing, And the cast 
truly brings it to life. 

@ThatCaitlin @bombgirls needs to be saved! 
Sensational cast, wonderful writing,& 
compelling stories about strong women! 
#BombGirls @SaveBombGirls @Rosie 

@shocktomysyste Betty is my spirit animal #bombgirls 
#bringthisfuckingshowback 
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m 

@faerymermaid I'm only on the first episode of Bomb 
Girls and I already ship Betty and Kate so 
hard 

@shocktomysyste

m 

I'm gonna watch Bomb Girls again 
because my Betty feels are kicking in 
again. 

@shocktomysyste

m 

I can't even deal with Canadian shows rn 
like stop with your awesome #BombGirls 
#RookieBlue #OrphanBlack 

@MeanCloneGirl

s 

@ilovebettymcrae i want to rewatch bomb 
girls now. i miss betts and princess. 

@aliisamoose May or may not have made a face as we 
passed the @ShawMediaTV_PR 
@GlobalTV_PR building. #savebombgirls 

@gowikdbig Introducing my mom and rrr to 
#bombgirls and i am WAY too excited 

@GidgetNomates remember how bomb girls got cancelled 
remember how i'm still upset 

@ElaineAtwell i'm not sure i adequately appreciated the 
kindness of the #bombgirls fandom when 
i had it. 

@butchprince @ElaineAtwell legitimately the nicest and 
most thoughtful fandom in the world 

@awnutts @butchprince @ElaineAtwell I just 
realized why it's the most active I've been 
in a fandom since the beginning of high 
school. #savebombgirls 

@betterleftbl_nk @thelizbian Also,you should really watch 
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Bomb Girls - it's been cancelled but such a 
great show. Will be getting a TV movie 
sendoff (I hope) 

@CheshireThisC

at 

Bomb Girls parece ser tão bom, mas estou 
com receio de não conseguir não terminar 
a série  

@multitudeofgee

k 

...and we welcome another new 
Bombshell. #BombGirls 
#WorldDomination #Bwahahaha  

@canadiangerm

an 

Whoever cancelled Bomb Girls, I will find 
you.  

@oliviastardis when i used to livetweet bomb girls so 
much i went on to tweet limit. those were 
the times 

@oliviastardis this is an i-miss-bomb-girls-lots-and-lots 
tweet ok 

@anachronistiq

ue 

@figwiggin ALI LIEBERT AND HER 
PERFECT FACE < < < 

@bombgirlsfan I really miss my show=(#bombgirls 

@steampunkpan

da 

Bomb Girls is just about as good as 
Downton Abbey, Call the Midwife, or 
Land Girls. It's Canadian, though, so I do 
miss the British accents 

@ItsSpazzyboo Bomb girls is actually a good show 

@figwiggin I honestly couldn't give a damn about 
most of the men in this show. IT'S 
CALLED BOMB -GIRLSYOU JERKS 
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@bookishbelle Crisis averted, found season  of Bomb 
Girls online. All is good again. 

@nomadichead starting bomb girls 

@JazminMDeLeo

n 

Season one of Bomb Girls apparently only 
has  episodes...guess we know what I'm 
doing tonight. 

@cha_hearty J'ai fini @bombgirls excellente série aussi 
féminine que féministe. #savebombgirls 

@lindsieandpizz

a 

Just had a proper cry because I finished 
#bombgirls and @AliLiebert as Betty 
McRae makes me want to cry forever in a 
good way. Thank you. 

@ilovebettymcra

e 

I HAVE SEEN NOTHING #BOMBGIRLS 
RELATED AT THIS GIANT 
CONVENTION AND IT IS TEARING ME 
APART!!! #SDCC 

@MeanCloneGirl

s 

I just love Canada things ok? Specifically 
#BombGirls and #OrphanBlack (and i 
miss #BeingErica)  

@ktyz Bomb Girls is such a good show. 

@butyinthebrkd

wn 

the US wishes it produced awesome 
shows like these. (also, i won that 
#BombGirls poster cause i'm awesome.)  

@Frankenchook You look up chivalrous in the dictionary 
and Betty's there in armour like "'sup, you 
need rescuing?" #BombGirls 

@lindsieandpizz

a 

Make a tweet about #bombgirls and 
@AliLiebert and suddenly my twitter feels 
alive 
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@Tv_Gal @SaveBombGirls Love this line "Day old 
bread is better for children and costs less. 
Buy whole wheat or Canada Approved" 
#LornaWouldApprove 

@AnnieKay Falling in love with shows you know get 
prematurely cancelled makes watching it 
torture. #BombGirls 

@BoyFromRealit

y 

Bomb Girls is an amazing show! I can't 
believe it was cancelled... 

@izzyiniguez @majesdane btw unrelated, I got one of 
my coworkers into Bomb Girls... 
Mourning the cancelation... 

@AurorKimberly Crying over the ending of season one of 
Bomb Girls. 

@shutterpunk Betty is the best! #BombGirls 

@GladysEstrella Gladys de Bomb Girls es mi heroína. 

@Aknight_ *pours one out for Bomb Girls* may it 
rest in peace. #StillNotOverIt 

@lindsieandpizz

a 

Beliebers are Justin Bieber fans, but I 
really feel like @AliLiebert fans are 
missing out on being #Belieberts. Just 
me? Okay. #bombgirls 

@jroymortgages Saw @meggamonstah today on 
Saltspring. #WasPolite&Didn'tSayHi 
#BombGirls  

@nicoleloveswalt @Netflix you should pick up Bomb Girls 
and Bunheads, because apparently shows 
about awesome women aren't worthy of 
TV executives' time. 
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@kelliiianne Bomb Girls is actually a super awesome 
show. Go check it out. 

@fuckingpasswor

d 

g o d why did bomb girls get cancelled 

@elainesbarrish omfg that retweet UGH I NEED TO 
FINISH BOMB GIRLS  

@BethEastwood @zenfandango @SaveBombGirls Glad 
you love it, but please, please do NOT use 
#OITNB as inspiration for sending Betty 
to prison! #BombGirls  

@abacus00 @SaveBombGirls @zenfandango We have 
been so spoilt this year. #BombGirls 
#OrphanBlack #OITNB. All these 
incredible women-centric shows. 

@yosoyeagleeye .@LauraPrepon as Alex and @AliLiebert 
as Betty- hottest tv gay girls ever 
#OrangeIsTheNewBlack #bombgirls 

@leahbree @Global_TV i am still uber mad that you 
cancelled bomb girls #fuckyou 

@leahbree Missing bomb girls 

@gowikdbig I will never not miss Bomb Girls i'm sad 
#faveshowtoever #pleasecomeback 
#savebombgirls 

@MeanCloneGirl

s 

my "top tweets" on my personal twitter 
acct are all about Betty and #BombGirls. i 
miss live-tweeting that show! and 
Vera/Betty/Gladys/Kate 

@Fullsharez Bomb Girls Des femmes et des bombes Le 
quotidien de femmes qui risquent leurs 
vies en travaillant dans une usine...   
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@diaphenas let's not forget that @knowyaboo watched 
bomb girls pilot last night and fucking 
loved it. MISSION ACCOMPLISHED 
PART  

@o @SaveBombGirls Bombs Girls is  of the 
best shows I've watched I am vry unhappy 
it will b no more PLEASE pick up the 
show for a season ! 

@cultfailure today at work I convinced an innocent 
lesbian to watch Bomb Girls I dunno if 
I've done her a favor or irreparable 
damage #savebombgirls  

@Kate_Atwood Am enjoying some intense #WWII-era 
girl power! "Bomb Girls" 

@letterboxed PS I am full of Feelings about Bomb Girls 
to the surprise of Absolutely No One.  

@AdrianaFourn

os 

I can't believe the first season of Bomb 
Girls only has  episodes this is 
unacceptable 

@leahbree @Global_TV i dont care! we want bomb 
girls back! #savebombgirls 
@SaveBombGirls 

@HamajoHokkai

do 

Poor Betty ;_; #bombgirls 

@MissLSW I only have one episode of 
#OrangeIsTheNewBlack left. I don't want 
it to eeeeend! 

@izzyiniguez Yep, I'm definitely mourning the 
cancelation of #BombGirls 

@letterboxed Bomb Girls! How can you end there? It is 
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only the end of the beginning! 

@izzyiniguez @SaveBombGirls @cultfailure I agree... I 
made the mistake of getting into it two 
weeks ago... 

@izzyiniguez I am not fucking okay. Why did I get 
myself into #BombGirls like a pendeja?! 

@EatingHipsters Gladys keeps sleeping and flirting around 
while her fiance is out in war literally 
bomb girls is making me break out in 
hives 

@Sweet_Cele I'm watching Bomb Girls x0 
http=//t.co/CTAtVLYs #GetGlue 
@BombGirlsUSA 

@suzannebleu Sometimes I just miss #BombGirls. 

@betterleftbl_nk ME TOO RT @suzannebleu Sometimes I 
just miss #BombGirls. 

@betterleftbl_nk @suzannebleu WHEN IT COMES TO 
BETTY AND BOMB GIRLS IT'S ALWAYS 
WHY NOT. THE SHOW DESERVED SO 
MUCH MORE THAN TWO SEASONS 
#ALLCAPSFEELS 

@gaymerlady #BombGirls cancelled? What? Is this 
true?! Why? I CAN'T! NOT OKAY! ὢ 
#shocked #sad I'm gonna miss the coolest 
women on TV! 

@rnrmusicgurl @letterboxed @SaveBombGirls that's 
how I felt!! Like the story was just getting 
good, I wanted to find out what was next 
for the characters! 

@rnrmusicgurl @SaveBombGirls @letterboxed what?? 
No movie?? That would suck even more!! 
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I'll take the movie 

@suzannebleu @betterleftbl_nk @katyknowskungfu SO 
MUCH DISGUSTING PERFECTION 
HOW EVEN THESE WOMEN GOD. 
#BOMBGIRLS 

@izzyiniguez Okay I'm having really strong feels right 
now for #BombGirls #BettyMcRae and 
#McBond 

@Bpittman Started Bomb Girls while stuck at home 
sick, and so far it is GREAT! #bombgirls 

@kathatherine Bomb Girls is a fucking amazing show. I 
really feel a sense of sadness since it was 
cancelled. Omg 

@kathatherine Watch season  of Bomb Girls on Netflix 
whenever y'all get the chance! Its really 
great! 

@izzyiniguez No wonder I like Betty & Teresa so much; 
my gf is totally out spoken Betty while I'm 
soft spoken Teresa #BombGirls #McBond 

@VBDubGirl Autostraddle's shout out to #BombGirls 
in the recap of #OrangeIsTheNewBlack 
Ep  just made me smile. 

@buknerd I had a pretty good tv fandom life. I had 
shows, characters, and ships I loved. Then 
one day BAM! Betty McRae. #BombGirls 
#ImissMcSwagger 

@buknerd My Star Trek #Voyager marathon has 
been derailed by #BombGirls feels and 
now I'm giggling & crying at the same 
time. 

@izzyiniguez I'm so SO sorry @bombgirls 
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@BombGirlsUSA for not watching when 
the show was airing. I regret it so much. It 
hurts. I'm mourning #bombgirls 

Retromama I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix about 
a month ago. I was hooked right away! I 
can't believe that it was so poorly 
promoted and that most of us in the US 
didn't know about it until we fell in love 
on Netflix. I would love to see it become a 
Netflix show that can be enjoyed by 
everyone. 

cheriontop I'm from the U.S. and I just started 
watching Bomb Girls just 2 days ago. 
Today I just finished the last episode. I 
wish this show aired also in the states 
because it's sooooooo goood!!! So sad that 
it got canceled... But yay for a movie. I'm 
very fascinated about the WWII period 
and love watching shows/movies that 
take place that time. So I'm very glad I 
found Bomb Girls. I also love how they 
included Lesbianism, especially during 
that time where it wasn't common! GO 
BETTY!! P.S. I totally had a crush on her 
Teresa... Anyways I Love the show and I 
hope they bring it back soon <333 

Faith Love this show. Never missed an episode. 
Please don't cancel. Been waiting for the 
next season. 

Nikita L. Love the show but found it to late bring it 
back please. Bomb girls rock they are the 
bomb please bring it back for more 
seasons  make sure Michel seater is on 
there thow he's so cute and a great actor. 
Love the show being it back we want 
more. 
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Lin W. I just recently started watching the Bomb 
Girls series on Netflix and I have 
completed the first season. I am loving 
this show! I can't wait it see season 2! I 
love it so much I googled the show to be 
sure it is still in production,  but now I 
find this protest about its cancellation. 
Please keep this show running. I am 
already sad that I only have 12 shows to 
watch and it will be gone forever. This is a 
great story line and it makes us all aware 
of a time in our recent history that evil 
had to get fought and eradicated. Please 
continue production of this show. Ps. I 
love the costumes, sets, cars, everything 
of the 40's portrayed in this show!  

Janet H. Please do not cancel this show. It is one of 
the best series I have ever watched. 

Jane D. This is a great show!   One of the very 
best.  Accurate, and beautifully 
researched and presented.  A real feather 
in the cap for Canadian productions.  Told 
family about it and they are totally 
hooked!!  Please revitalize it and carry on 
with it.  It is so much better than Land 
Girls -- the latter is laden with 
contrivances and predictability.   

Christy Please. Bring the show back!! My 
grandmother served in a steel mill in 
Pittsburgh during the war and this is the 
closest representation of what our women 
Sacrificed for the war! I love it and so 
does my daughter!! I love the setting in 
Canada it's new perspective of what our 
neighbors to the north did for the war 
effort!! Please bring it back!! 

Adrienn I would love to say this is my best loved tv 
show ever! Really miss this tv show. I am 
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hoping will continue soon again. Please 
keep it going! 

Clara C. please save bomb girls 

Adriane R. L. Please do not cancel Bomb Girls. I 
absolutely love this show and all the 
characters. They have become my family 
and my friends. I will be lost without 
them please!!!!! 

Allison Please continue to produce this wonderful 
show! 

Steve H. Great series! Just watched on Netflix. 
Cannot understand why the 
cancellation!?! Stupid decision!  

Jack D. We have watched the series on Netflix and 
really like it.  So please save the series. 

Russell D. This is show is brilliant please keep up the 
fight to get season 3 going again. A big fan 
in Scotland x 

@foulksd Watching Bomb Girls on #Netflix 

@izzyiniguez #BOMBGIRLS FEELS #BETTYMCRAE 
FEELS IM GOING CRAY CRAY  

@StaunchStudio Every time I see a commercial for Sullivan 
& Son I get pissed off that that show got 
renewed and #BombGirls didn’t. 

@alexmeanslove Rewatching Bomb Girls because I'm still 
awake ....yes still 

@katelinnea  I'd say that now that Bomb Girls is gone, 
Reelz is dead to me, but I guess the 
Canadian channel actually cancelled it. 
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#subtweetingTCAs 

@pinkmanned  I MISS BOMB GIRLS FOR CHRIST'S 
SAKE 

@misstinalynn  Don't talk about Bomb Girls. It's still a 
sensitive subject for me. #cryingblood 

@RachelGarfirth  A canadian woman got on the tube today. 
I really had to fight the urge to ask her if 
she watched bomb girls. #Imissit 

@Godem  Holnap lesz új Magic City, új Bomb Girls, 
meg új Heartland (CA)... ebből 
szerencsére csak Heartland amivel (több 
napos) csúszásban vagyok 

@WrayBrendan Let's compile a list of TV shows that have 
made me cry this summer 

@malu_mad séries com trocentas mulheres 

@thyonlyoneleft When will the second season of Bomb 
Girls finally be on Netlifx? I need it!!!! 
@bombgirls @BombGirlsUSA 

@cultfailure just #savebombgirls how are we supposed 
to deal without it 

@izzyiniguez Okay like I've been watching #BombGirls 
for about  straight hours and have no 
plans on stopping 

@fyeahSway wtf? Bomb Girls is cancelled?! why the 
fuck did i start to watch this?!!! BETTY 
NOOOOO 

@izzyiniguez FUCK YOU GLOBAL FOR CANCELING 
#BOMBGIRLS 
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@buknerd I can't adequately explain what 
#BombGirls meant to me without the 
ability to pull out my soul and show you 
the spot that it healed. 

@buknerd So apparently I'm having a #BombGirls 
feels attack this morning. 

@krebstark @b_m_t also have you seen Bomb Girls 
yet? only a few eps but it's good! 

@thearbitraryliz @SaveBombGirls #thestruggle 

@Code_NY Omg Betty. You went for the kiss. My 
heart! Bless her. #BombGirls 

@JazminMDeLeo

n 

 Grace just watch Bomb Girls. I started it 
yesterday. 

@TahmohPenike

tt 

Just read all the kind words sent from 
@SaveBombGirls campaign. Humbled, 
flattered and grateful! Thank you! 

@Ana_Smith @MaJoExploradora Me hablaron de una 
serie que te puede llegar a gustar 

@RachellyWheat

on 

Wow. And Bomb Girls doesn't make it? 
“@wired: CBS Renews Under the Dome, 
Stephen King to Write Season  Premiere 
http 

@velvetcalm re-watching Bomb Girls bc I love the pain 

@suzannebleu @SaveBombGirls There is so much truth 
to this. It should be in the bible maybe.  

@Tv_Gal  This article reminds me of #bombgirls 
The real Rosies & Bomb Girls deserve all 
the glory they can get http 
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@SimTara  I object to the cancellation of 
#BodyOfProof #ZeroHour #Bunheads 
#GoOn #Smash & #BombGirls Bring 
them back! #GoodTV #GoodShows 
#UnCancel 

@_oliviabensons  I might have had a bomb girls marathon 
today by myself. Maybe. 

@madamyez  "@Global_TV:  Get ready this fall w/ our 
lineup of new shows & returning hits. 
NOT watching cuz there's no #BombGirls 

@danasfairbank

s 

i miss bomb girls 

@alyssabaileyy Bomb Girls is actually a pretty good show. 
#netflix 

@sayhellojen I just remembered Bomb Girls is 
cancelled #Crying 

@bitttersweettt  i believe everyone should check Bomb 
Girls out, it surely blown my mind. 
#bombgirls 

@Teresa_Hastings  #topbestseries skins, grey's anatomy, 
girls, OITNB, PLL, degrassi, parks and 
recreation, modern family, bomb girls, 
lost girl 

@al_lewis  #TOPBestSeries Buffy-Game of thrones- 
La fête à la maison-Bomb girls-That 0's 
Show-Girls-New Girl-Scrubs-Hartley 
coeur à vif et spartacus 

@Rachel_Wilson Huge thanks to @backalley_films 
and@SaveBombGirls for the wonderful 
letters+Victory Bandana- so 
thoughtful!#http 
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@rosalynhart #Bombgirls is my new TV obssession. 
Really reminds me of #callthemidwife. 

@BombGirlsFans I may be a McAndrews shipper, but every 
time that I watch McBond together, I 
grow fonder & fonder of them  

@BombGirlsFans @jeannemichel Haha, thankfully I'm free 
to enjoy the summer - and rewatch 
#BombGirls - for a while atm.  VicMu 
awaits!  

@mcgrathaine @SaveBombGirls Keep up the great work! 
Fans want to see @Rachel_Wilson's & 
@AliLiebert's characters living happily 
ever after - together! 

@aliisamoose  #savebombgirls RT @RobinneFanfair: I 
know #Bombshells in #Canada are 
reliving their love for #bombgirls airing 
now on #showcase 

@BombGirlsFans Betty's nervous tour of her room to 
Theresa is such a lovely moment. But my 
heart breaks for Gladys @ the end every 
time #WhereTheresSmoke 

@manson26 Canada pride day (for me) #BombGirls 
#Toronto #Hockey #ForMyLady 

@RachelGarfirth  Thanks to @rophydoes and their Skins 
fire recap I will now be calling Gladys 
from bomb girls cash princess. 
#feelingsreturns #stillangry 

@Keys  @michaelseater no idea about Neverwet 
but I watched Bomb Girls last night. Good 
show and great work. Ariel says hi... 

@dniesing I'm obsessed with #BombGirls 
ὄ#amazingshow 
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@Higgins_J #Bombgirls is compelling goddamned 
television, and unlike #Madmen, it is 
critical of its era rather than flatly saying 
"it is what it is." 

@KWQuiche  @BombGirlsFans want a 
#BOMBGIRLSMOVIE! NOW! 
@ShawMediaTV_PR @Global_TV 
@Netflix @zenfandango #LoyalFans 

@SvetlanaCF @ShawMediaTV_PR We want a Bomb 
Girls movie, please!!! 

@izzyiniguez There are  things I'll never be over: 
Cancelations of #FlashForward & 
#BombGirls & the killing off of Andrea 
from #TheWalkingDead 

@Higgins_J Okay, seriously, #Bombgirls stop 
breaking my goddamned heart every 
chance you get. http 

@Tv_Gal @SaveBombGirls Love that scene. All 
these #BombGirls Tweets are making me 
want to fire up the episodes. 
#MissBombGirls #SaveBombGirls 

@izzyiniguez Woot! I may have converted another to 
the glory of #BombGirls while 
simultaneously shattering her heart 

@lucyhallowell  Hey @ShawMediaTV_PR, ain't no fans 
like #BombGirls fans, because 
#BombGirls fans won't give up until we 
see Princess and Betts again. 

@SvetlanaCF @ShawMediaTV_PR I'm not trying to be 
a hero, I'm just trying to convince you 
guys that us #BombGirls fans really really 
want a movie. 
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@figwiggin Starting Bomb Girls S. Oh Betty, Vera, my 
girls. 

@manson26 @Tv_Gal @SaveBombGirls These are the 
moments that captured the hearts of 
#Bombshells everywhere. I want my show 
back  #SaveBombGirls 

@Tv_Gal @manson26 @SaveBombGirls 
Absolutely. Couldn't have stated it better. 
What a wonderful show to miss. 
#SaveBombGirls #NeedMoreSeasons 

@manson26 #BombGirls changed my life, literally. 
#SaveBombGirls @Tv_Gal 
@SaveBombGirls  

@manson26 I've had a lot of favorite shows, but none 
affected me as much as #BombGirls 
#Save BombGirls 

@Tv_Gal @manson26 @SaveBombGirls You guys 
make me smile. See this is the power of 
#BombGirls Uniting generations, 
countries, and even a little love. 

@bitttersweettt @BombGirlsFans @SaveBombGirls and 
my heart goes to Vera, made me go all 
teary at almost single time~ 

@izzyiniguez Dear @netflix u revived Arrested 
Developement & gave life to Orange Is 
The New Black; be a dear & 
#SaveBombGirls? Love every #BombGirls 
fan 

@izzyiniguez HOW CAN GLOBAL JUST LEAVE 
#BOMBGIRLS WITH THAT ENDING?!?! 
I NEED TO KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO 
BETTY!!!!  
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@izzyiniguez @SaveBombGirls I got a few older women 
at my job interested in #BombGirls... I 
think I may have broken their hearts tho 
ὡ 

@izzyiniguez YOU HEAR THAT GLOBAL?! U 
CANCELING @bombgirls HURTS MORE 
THAN WHEN ABC CANCELED 
#FLASHFORWARD #BOMBGIRLS 
#SAVEBOMBGIRLS 

@izzyiniguez @majesdane BUT BOMB GIRLS 
FEELINGS!!!!  

@izzyiniguez @ElaineAtwell I like your thinking! And 
LOVED your recaps. OMG I could read 
them over & over. I JUST got into 
#BombGirls &am SO heart broken 

@cayhipstrr I miss bomb girls! ὢ#bombgirls 

@queenwitchiep

oo 

FUCKING MCANDREWS FEELS FUCK 
YOU BOMB GIRLS 

@izzyiniguez  @SaveBombGirls I almost regret getting 
into it b/c I already knew it was canceled 
but I couldn't help myself b/c Betty's face 
& swag 

@Evil_Trinity  not in the states but Global TV fuck you 
for canceling #BombGirls b/c you should 
have CANADIAN pride in Canadian 
programming... 

@izzyiniguez @ShawMediaTV_PR please reconsider 
the permanent cancellation of 
#BombGirls & have PRIDE in Canadian 
productions 

@QueenMjS Didn't give the show a chance 1st & 
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2ndepisode, season , but by the end of the 
2nd ep, I was hooked  

@worldoftilt Now I don't know if I want to go as a Blue 
Line worker or a Litchfield inmate for 
Halloween! #bombgirls #oitnb 
#fangirlproblems 

@seasicksheep @LaLaLyme I love period pieces. As long 
as it is well directed, acted, written I'll 
give it a try. Downton Abby, Bomb Girls 
etc. 

@Trvudy_ I have never heard of this show "Bomb 
Girls" but its actually pretty good! 

@jozeebear Everyone who has Netflix should go and 
watch Bomb Girls. It will suck you in. 

@RachelGarfirth I'm going to spend this evening watching 
bomb girls. I need Betty McRae and Cash 
princess. #preparetissues #savebombgirls 

@_trispriors  i miss merlin and robin hood and gilmore 
girls and the hour and bomb girls and all 
my cancelled/ended shows sob 

@pillarofclass even though it got cancelled, i started 
bomb girls yesterday and I'm already sad 
there's only  episodes to watch 

@MissSuperD “@tv_eh: Global media release, 
paraphrased:  "We have no Canadian 
shows this fall!"” Because they cancelled 
the best one ever! #BombGirls 

@mmariluh Bomb Girls is so amazing!  

@gowikdbig oh nooooo i miss bomb girls 
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@paulsening So I finished Bomb Girls and would like 
someone to shoot me in the head ASAP 
thanks 

@VBDubGirl Surprise, Global doesn't have any original 
CAN shows. Pathetic. *cough* BOMB 
GIRLS RT 

@lucyhallowell  Remember Bomb Girls? Remember Betty 
and Gladys? YOU HAD ONE JOB, 
CANADA! #SaveBombGirls 

@lindsaytvtweets When will more ppl realize that shows 
with mainly female casts are the way to go 
#bombgirls #oitnb 

@ElaineAtwell dear @ShawMediaTV_PR and 
@Global_TV, are you still planning on 
doing the #bombgirls movie? politely 
yours, elaine  

@Candyweb Seeing Gene Corbett struggling with 
PTSD & thinking about our troops now 
who struggle with it today #bombgirls 

@heff Turned the TV on and found a Bomb Girls 
rerun and it's the one with some first time 
lady lovin'! #score 

@Olivia_Dahling  @SaveBombGirls I just heard about this 
TRAVESTY, how could Canada turn their 
back on a show which holds such history? 
#unpatriotic #shameful 

@aliisamoose Dear @Global_TV and 
@ShawMediaTV_PR. If this #bombgirls 
move doesn't happen AS PROMISED 
(remember the promises you made??) we 
WILL riot. 

@manson26 @GlobalTV @ShawMediaTV_PR Where's 
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OUR #BombGirls movie?? Need we 
unleash more propaganda at you? I think 
so 

@rosalynhart Aah #bombgirls how can that show be 
over nooo! 

@rosalynhart @capnleela #bombgirls - abt women 
working in a factory in WWII. It's on 
Netflix instant and it's so great. 

@manson26 @Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR I will 
tweet at you everyday for the movie you 
promised. And not a sloppy movie!! Do it 
justice #BombGirls 

@manson26 @Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR How 
can you sleep at night knowing you're 
destroying your own show?? I love 
#BombGirls 

@Zidjiandrums I have to say that they should definitely 
continue bomb girls because there is so 
much they could do with the series. They 
ended it terribly 

@aliisamoose We have been quiet but we have not gone. 
You still have us to deal with, 
@Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR. 
#bombgirls #savebombgirls 

@manson26  Here is my daily #BombGirls tweet to 
@Global_TV @ShawMediaTV_PR We 
want news on our movie. AND that 
soundtrack #SaveBombGirls 

@Walkingwithca

ke 

@elembee_ Have you watched "Bomb 
Girls" yet? It's awesome! 

Laura V. Best show please let it continue! 
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Kathy H. PLEASE HURRY BACK WE MISS YOU. 
THE WAR WAS'NT OVER YET 

Kathy C. I discovered this show accidentally and 
now I can hardly bear to think it was 
cancelled. Please show some signs of 
intelligent life and reconsider! 

Richard B. One of my all time favorite shows. Please 
do not cancel! 

Rana B. I discovered Bomb Girls on Netflix and 
have watched almost all the episodes. 
Even my mom, who is 87 and worked at a 
bullet factory in Iowa during WWII loved 
the show!! I wanted to see if new episodes 
were going to be made and I was 
extremely disappointed to find out that it 
was cancelled! I live in the U.S and we 
had a similar thing happen with a show 
called "Drop Dead Diva" that was 
cancelled. The fans of the show rallied 
with protests to bring it back and it 
actually wo...See More 

Cathryn D. Would just like to show my support to 
save the Bomb Girls, came across it by 
accident but is definitely one of the best 
shows on TV and have seen every episode. 
My hubby and I have been gripped every 
week and there is so much more scope to 
develop this series and would be an 
absolutely shame to all who watch the 
show. SAVE THE BOMB GIRLS PLEASE 

Renee T. Please make a season 3. Do not cancel this 
show, it is well written and acted! it is a 
gem 

Wanda S. Bomb Girls was a well-made Canadian 
show. I hope they change their minds and 
make more seasons. It has a lot more 
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substance than a lot of the cheesy shows 
on tv these days. 

Nikolai D. love this show educational and beyond 
entertaining than the reality tv we have 
more and more to watch today.. whyyyyyy 
did it have to cancel.... oh i see we need to 
concentrate our minds on brain dead tv 
shows... a woman point of view i love it 
and to be ablt to see into the past even a 
little..... PLEASE COME BACK!!!!!!! I 
LOVE YOU as I am corrupted 

Nicole B. Save bomb girls! Such an amazing show 

Karen G. This was the best show, now they aren't 
going to do a 3rd series, but are talking 
about a TV Movie! I hope it will air in the 
USA! 

Bernie Z. This show was a must see for the two 
seasons. Bring it back please. 

Sherry V. love this show 

Seanna F. Bomb Girls is an amazing show!!! 
Definitely worthy of being saved!!! Please 
do not cancel this show... It portrays 
strong female characters at a time when 
women were still considered second class 
citizens, and it shows how much women 
did to support the war effort. 
#savebombgirls 

John F. I watched every episode and was looking 
forward to seeing more. The only show I 
made time to watch in many years. Very 
disappointed it has not continued. Miss 
Bomb Girls very much:( 
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Nisha A. I absolutely adore this show and watch it 
on Netflix because I don't have cable. 
Maybe you guys could see if Netflix wants 
to pick it up? I'd hate to see it go with so 
much promise. 

Cindy L. Was checking Facebook to see when the 
third season was to premiere and saw that 
the show had been cancelled. This was a 
great show! 

Mary O. I just find this very good series on Netflix, 
watch it and then find out it is being 
cancelled. I just don't get why good 
entertainment does not last. Learned a lot 
history from this about what was going on 
just across the border in Canada before 
the U.S. entered WWII 

Amelia S. Canceling Bomb Girls in its second season 
was like canceling Breaking Bad in its 
second season. 

Mickey C. Well I must say one of the best shows to 
come out of Canada , I was hoping it 
would run for several seasons.I see where 
Canadian TV wasn't big on it. I think 
American viewers were, why not just turn 
it over to a US organization to keep on 
producing this great show. 

Tammy T. Wonderful show! 

Nina S. Love the show finished watching it 
tonight and am so sad to find out that it is 
canceled. It is worth bringing back. 

Gail K. What's the scoop? Did signing the petition 
do anything? or a waste of time? We 
should just boycot Global tv until they 
bring them back. I can't believe they did 
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this. TV suck... 

Elaine C. Great story, wonderful costumes. Love to 
see the show continued. 

Debra M. I loved this series! We are hoping for 
more. 

Ray F. Everyone that has seen Bomb Girls here 
in Sacramento California has loved it . I 
hope Canadians are smarter than the 
Americans who fall for the junk being put 
out down here. Bring the girls back. 

Becky R. My husband and I are great fans. We just 
finished watching it on Netflix. Didn't 
realize it might not be continued. 

Lara & Tam It would be a total shame to lose such an 
outstanding ensemble of gifted and 
talented actors. Awesome show! 

Kim B. I just finished watching Bomb Girls on 
Netflix. Only to find out that they are not 
continuing this wonderful show. I hope 
that they do save Bomb Girls. It is so 
worth watching!!! 

Teresita C. I stumbled across this show on Netflix 
and fell IN LOVE with it! I'm in season 2 
and am dreading the end. Please, please 
keep the episodes coming! 

Rebecca H. Canada please bring back Bomb Girls! 
The writers were marvelous! The cast 
outstanding! I loved going back into the 
40's each week and would even watch the 
reruns! Now I wish I had recorded them 
so I could watch them over and over. If 
Canada doesn't bring Bomb Girls back, I 
hope there's an American production 
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company that see's the value in this show 
and puts it back on the air! 

Nancy W. This show is awesome and I would love to 
see it run for more seasons. 

Linda W. I really enjoyed Bomb girls can't believe 
they have cancelled it. great series. 

Alyssa H. I hope they decide not to cancel. I love the 
show. It has an amazing story line. Being 
from Canada myself, it gives us a chance 
to look into the lives of what Canadian 
women might have gone through during 
WW2. Besides, Shaw Media and Global 
are making a huge mistake with 
cancelling it after it's huge popularity in 
other countries(which is rare for a 
Canadian show). 

Jacqueline R. Cancelled?? This is probably one of the 
best Canadian shows ever produced about 
a Canadian viewpoint on the war, and 
they cancel it??? I'm so sad and 
disappointed, and I hope that it comes 
back! 

Jacqueline B. this is one of the best shows on tv, why in 
the world would anyone want to get rid of 
such a fabulous show? please keep it on. 

Teri H. I was so disappointed to hear that Bomb 
Girls was cancelled. The writing, cast and 
the glimpse the show gave into the reality 
of the times were all excellent quality. The 
characters were believable and extremely 
likable due to the actors ability and each 
episode was a new adventure. Intelligent, 
quality TV programming seems to be on 
the decline unfortunately and Bomb Girls 
is just the latest victim. I hope the 
producers will reconsider and bring it 
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back. 

Heike S. I didn't know this show was made in 
Canada until maybe the 3rd episode. As 
an American, I really enjoyed seeing how 
my neighbor to the north was affected. 
We don't learn much about Canada in US 
schools. 

Sriram M. This is a great serial- it takes on 
everything from sexism to racism, to 
patriotism and homophobia. Love it! So 
sad to hear it's been taken off air! 

The Bletchley 

Circle Watchers 

Happy New Year Save Bomb Girls from 
The Bletchley Circle Watchers. Excited for 
series 2 of #TBC and for the Bomb Girls 
movie!! #TBCW 

Beth C. This was my favorite show! Please bring 
back a third season. 

Pat H. Just finished watching the end of season 
two... and I'm missing the whole crew 
already. Bring them back--the story is not 
over!! 

Teresa B. A friend just told me about Bomb Girls. I 
wish BG had a better advertising plan or 
budget, and channel. No one has ever 
heard of the show, but I am spreading it 
as far and fast as I can. GREAT 
PROGRAM! 

Ingrid A. Absolutely love bomb girls. Please don't 
cancel. 

Angie D. Harlee has talent... Betty and Gladys. Save 
the Bomb Girls! 

Karen G. Loved this show, and very upset they 
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canceled! 

Dana J. Just referred a friend this week who is 
now catching up on Netflix. Please Save 
Bomb Girls! 

Jacqueline B. Love this show! 

Linda O. #SaveBombGirls please, I watched it in 
Ireland then on Uk tv. Can't get enough of 
the fantastic show which showcase 
women bravery in the war. What courage 
they had while the men were overseas, 
what they had to deal with. It was gritty, 
had realism, characters you brought into 
your hearts, cared about. The stories and 
acting were first class. It gave you a broad 
range of emotions. Cannot see how it got 
cancelled especially as it won awards. 
Please uncancel the show. 

Judy L. This show must go on. 

Susan B. Somebody really made a bad call in 
cancelling this show. 

Heather D. Love this show! 

Jessica C. I love this show! They need to bring it 
back 

Elsa D. Such a great show, it should be brought 
back !!! 

Teresita C. What's not to love about 'Bomb girls' ?! 
Not only did I fall in love with the 
characters, I fell in love with the 
wardrobe! Save Bomb Girls! 

Bernie Z. We are supposed to watch Canadian 
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shows, so the wizards go and cancel a 
great one. 

Judy L. This show needs to have a season 3 ,4, 5,. 
A movie will not close the story's that the 
writers have written. We all know the 
writers of the show had idea's of season 5. 

Michelle N. Love this show! 

Nikolai D. I love this shoe I keep thinking about the 
wait the waiting feeling you get to see the 
next episode wondering why is going to 
happen next to see the wonderful 
costumes and attitudes all the drama 
unfold, only to already know the show is 
not running.. Wwwhhhyyyyyyy 

Kim B. I will really miss this show! Always the 
shows that are substantial that get 
canceled. 

Christy S. Please save the show!! It's brilliant and 
addictive!! My 9 year old loves it too 

Debra A. I loved this show. So sad it's not coming 
back. 

Judy L. I Love This Show! 

Cathleen H. Wonderful program! 

Melissa A. Just found out this show is cancelled and 
I'm so upset by this. It is such a great 
show. I hope that there is in fact a movie 
to give the fan some closure. 

Christy S. Please bring the show back!! My grandma 
worked in a steel mill during the war and 
this is the closest thing to represent what 
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our women went through!! I live it and so 
does my daughter! 

Michelle R. I just finished watching season two for the 
100th time. Please bring back this show! 

Lori B. Loved this show! Would love to see a 
third season! 

Trina M. The show is so well done, I don't 
understand why/how it would cancel... I 
have been waiting and waiting for my dvr 
to pick up the show again. Please bring it 
back. 

Brandy M. Has anyone ever spoke with the producer 
about a kickstarter to continue the series 
via YouTube? 

Debra W. I love this show and really wish they could 
bring it back!! 

Rebecca B. Too much trash on television. Bring back 
Bomb Girls! 

Greg M. Enough already. Bring this show back. 

Cathy R. Bring the girls back! 

Kim F. My husband and I are both in mourning 
over the loss of this show. We got hooked 
via Netflix. PLEASE bring back the show! 
Entertaining, and educational. Difficult to 
find on TV these days. Bomb Girls is both: 
entertaining and educational. Historical 
Fiction! BRING IT BACK! 

Shari V. Bring it back!!!! everyone watches this 
show. Men, woman and children love it. 
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Judy L. Why did this show get cancelled again? 
The show has won awards and still get's 
nominations for awards. 

Linda O. I am in Ireland and it was my favourite 
show. Never seen a show like it to 
promote women and their hard work. I 
loved it and the acting was the best I have 
seen in any show since Xena. 

Andrea M. Every time I see pictures of Bomb Girls, I 
think what could have been. I think who 
could possibly cancel such a gem of a TV 
show. When we are so inundated with too 
much ridiculous reality shows, Bomb 
Girls told a story, a story of history and of 
our past which peaked our interest in a 
good way. Rather than embrace it, the 
"powers that be" cancels this unique 
show. It's not too late to pick it up before 
years go by and we'll remember this show 
and what could have been. To anyone who 
has the power to bring this brilliant TV 
show back or any new network that can 
pick it up, don't lose this opportunity 
before it is too late. 

Richard B. One of the best Canadian tv show. Save 
Bombs Girls! Pleasssseeeee! 

Ginnie S. This show is one of few really worth 
seeing! Please let it return! 

Mindy H. I just binge watched, and am about to 
paint my nails red. Meg Tilly is excellent. 
Love the era, the stories, and the fact that 
it is truly Canadian. Save this show. 

Gabriela C. I love Bomb Girls!!!!! Bring on another 
season!!!...... please 
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Patricia M. Great show., SAVE THE BOMB GIRLS.. 

Carol F. Please, save the Bomb Girls! Entertaining 
and educating all together, the best kind 
of TV show. 

Georgia G. Just discovered this show today, on 
Netflix, and am totally in love with it. I 
wish shows like this were better promoted 
in order to reach a broader audience. 

Gemma C. Save Bomb Girls. We were late having it 
aired over here in the UK and I can't 
believe it has been cancelled. Please 
continue itxxx 

Denise K. Please save Bomb Girls!! This show is one 
of the best I have ever seen! It really tells 
a great story and it means so much to me 
and to others! I don't get why they want to 
cancel such an amazing wonderful show 
that touches so many people. 

Sarah C. Love this show!! On season 2 and don't 
know what I will do when it's over. Save 
Bomb Girls! 

Angela G. Please save this awesome show!!! 

Sylvie B. Saw a story about my own province for a 
change. Felt such pride. Got totally 
hooked. Felt like these characters were 
relatives of mine from past generations. 
Please let us see more! 

Shirley R. One of the greatest shows I've seen this 
year. Hopefully there will be more than 
one movie! 

Sherry K. I love bomb girls the show is reflection of 
woman in world war two 
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Michelle K. Save Bomb Girls! 

Cathy R. Luv Bomb Girls! 

Julie V. Stumbled across Bomb Girls in the US 
and was hooked instantly. I miss this 
show immensely. Wish it would come 
back. Love the characters and the era. 
Huge fan! 

Marlene I. Finally a great show come on and is so 
great it gets cancelled! I'm so sick of the 
same trash on tv! this is is a sin!,, I hope 
the movie does great so the people will 
watch it on Netflix and hopefully bring it 
back. Love from Rhode Island! 

Seanna F. Bomb Girls gives me a glimpse into the 
world that my Grandma lived in... Such 
an amazing cast, wonderful costumes, and 
a fabulous show. #savebombgirls 

Caroline K. save Bomb Girls 

Brenda P. incredible show! SAVE THE BOMB 
GIRLS!! 

Kathleen R. Save Bomb Girls! 

Clare D. Save Bomb Girls! I loved the 2 seasons of 
this show and am so said it's been 
cancelled. Please bring it back! 

Stacey L. SAVE BOMB GIRLS!!!! PLEASE! :-))) 

Zena B. Yes very. Loved it here in England. Why 
they canned it I do not know. 

Karen B. I'm beginning to think its a female thing. 
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The L Word, canceled. Lip Service, 
canceled. Bomb Girls, canceled. Seems 
like every time there's a strong female 
cast, it gets the axe. 

Judy L. I would so love Bomb Girls season 3. 

Alison M. Bring back this great show for more 
seasons! the cast does a brilliant job 
bringing these young women's characters 
to the screen. Bring them back for more! 

Lynn G. I am rooting for a Bomb Girls season 
three!! What a good show! Good luck. 

Kat P. How will us Americans hear of the TV 
movie release ....really hoping I don't miss 
it. 

Alison M. i love this show! don't pull the plug!!!!! 

Afton J. Yay! Save Bomb Girls! Such a fun show 
with positive portrayals of women. 
Definitely passes the bechdel test! Hope it 
can be saved. 

Nicolene H. More please 

Rodney W. Bomb Girls is a great series as identified 
by outstanding ratings from sites such as 
netflix, imdb, tv.com, etc.  All identify the 
series with ratings such as 4.5 out of 5.  
Yet Shaw media seems to ignore such 
acclaim.  Maybe it's because Shaw isn't 
used to this type of acclaim.  Wake up, 
Shaw, success breeds success, and such 
success would only spill over to you.  
Bring Bomb Girls back or sell the rights to 
somebody like Netflix! 
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Steve C. Just a little fan mail to express my 
appreciation for Bomb Girls, a fun little 
Canadian drama that quickly became a 
favourite of mine, and one that only got 
better with time. The acting was superb, 
the storylines compelling and fresh and 
the writing tight. It was fun, watchable, 
and even, I might add, a tad addictive. 
And I'm not alone in my praise - I am 
aware that the Bomb Girls fan base 
stretches far and wide. In an era when one 
can pretty much catch whatever, 
whenever - I'm currently watching season 
two of Prison Break on Netflix and loving 
every minute of it - it speaks volumes, or 
at least it should, that so many would 
choose to devote an hour a week of their 
time to one particular program. The sad 
fact is, despite the wide variety, there is a 
dearth of *good* programming out there, 
and one would think that a show as well-
received as Bomb Girls would be the pride 
of any network. Sadly, this is not the case, 
as the decision-makers at Global have 
decided to axe what is arguably one of the 
best programs - not to mention one of the 
best *Canadian* programs - on the air in 
a good long while. I know, I know, 
ratings, advertising dollars, all the things 
that keep network executives awake at 
night. But as I sit scratching my head I'm 
reminded of so many shows that became 
iconic were once considered for 
cancellation because the initial numbers 
were low - great shows like M*A*S*H and 
Cheers wouldn't be the mega-hits they 
became if they hadn't been given an 
opportunity to grow. Or All in the Family, 
for which three pilots were filmed before 
it finally got on the air. So for now, I look 
forward to the TV movie - thanks for that, 
Shaw Media or whomever - but I hold out 
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some hope that someone at Global will 
give this well-deserving program the 
second chance it so richly deserves. 

Maria V. If this show is not worthy of a Third 
Season, Good God, which one is? Save 
Bomb Girls 

Les & Colette S. What a fantastic show! Don't pull the plug 
on it!  It's got a lot of potential.....:-)  

Ellen G. I just finished season 2 on Netflix-I 
looked around to see when I could be 
expecting season 3 and can't believe it's 
been cancelled! The war isn't over, the 
stories aren't finished-they deserve many 
many more seasons to fully expound each 
characters story! I truly hope a wiser 
network picks it up-and quickly!!  

Roxette M. Just read bomb girls has been csncelled. 
What a shame. Finally a Canadian tv show 
with quality.  Based on a history.  Too bad  
our society only wants to watch carp 
reality shows.  

Trish B. It is one of the best shows on TV - 
everything about it, the writing, the 
acting, is excellent. plus it brings to the 
fore aspects of WWII we are beginning to 
forget - how women came into their own, 
how the war affected civilians in Canada, 
the atrocities overseas and some of the 
white washing and propaganda we were 
civilians were exposed. There is a lot left 
in this story line, please let it continue! 

Cassidie Keep bomb girls! Shows like these are too 
few. 

bombgirl14039 Bomb Girls is an incredible television 
show. I was truly disappointed to hear 
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0 that it had been cancelled (especially 
leaving the show on such a cliffhanger - 
what will happen to Betty!) I haven't 
watched such a quality show in a long 
time. It's definitely worth keeping. 

Jill M. so very very sad to hear that the series has 
ended, it was one of the better shows on 
television! 

merdot I was extremely disappointed that the 
series ended, just as it seems it was 
getting started. I am happy there will be a 
movie to wrap up the story lines, but I 
would much rather there have been 
several more seasons of Bomb Girls. 
Truly, this was one of the quality shows 
on the air and so much more deserving of 
renewal than shows like Honey Boo Boo 
etc. 

Kim I am sad to hear that the series will not 
continue. The show has been very 
enjoyable to watch. This is certainly a TV 
show that should be continued. 

Maryland Fan bring back the series!! love it in the 
states!! 

Kirsten Anne M. global dropped the ball big time when 
they cancelled bomb girls. it was the type 
of show that made viewers think and want 
to stay tuned. 

Annie M. Sad to hear that its over with. It was one 
of the only shows I looked forward to 
watching every week. Sad that they didn't 
say anything about the series ending. 
Finding out its becoming a movie instead 
of when it was starting again is 
disappointing. 
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S.C. was looking forward to watching season 3, 
came on this site to see when it was 
starting and was so disappointed to see 
it's cancelled :( It was one of the few 
canadian shows that i watched and really 
enjoyed. It was very well done with 
costume and sets that were true to the 
era. I thought it was just getting going and 
would be one of the shows that made it. I 
used to record it on my PVR. 

Steve N. Another great, quality television show 
relegated to the dustbins of history. :-( I 
believe one of the reasons for the 
cancellation was that here in the States it 
was viewed on REELZ tv, which usually 
has nothing but junk shows airing. And 
there last production "XXIII" was done so 
badly you could hardly figure out the plot-
lines. A station like that simply wouldn't 
get the draw for a quality show like 
"Bomb Girls". The show should have been 
aired on USA or TNT and it would have 
had a better chance at survival... 

Ash I also was really disappointed to hear the 
show ended, it was a great canadian 
series, well written, and historically 
intriguing. 

wendy0405 So sorry that this wonderful show has 
ended, but am happy at least there will be 
some closure with the upcoming movie. I 
am watching both seasons again on 
Netflix. 

Mary T. Please renew Bomb Girls it's wonderful! 

Rena R. D. Wonderful show! What an intelligent and 
interesting look at life during WWII from 
the female perspective!  I miss it!  Keep it 
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coming! 

Melody D. I just discovered this show and am really 
enjoying it.  I hope that folks see their way 
to keep the war going another season or 
two. 

Ashley M. Found the show recently on netflix and 
wasn't sure if it was still in production or 
not... So sad to learn there are only the 
two seasons! Great while it lasted!  

Robin P. Please bring back the show... And if not 
the show a tv-movie will definitely do. I 
loved Bomb Girls for these reasons: It 
is/was a fantastic tv show portraying the 
rawness of living during war times which 
creates a humility in the viewers. It 
carried with it the quaint appeal of what 
life would be like in the 1940's in 
everything from mannerisms, 
relationships, entertainment and fashion. 
It was holds a large amount of charm and 
fun as you watch the lives of very relatable 
characters unfold. It’s easy to befriend 
and relate to the characters.  

Doug & Joan R. How can I help?  This show deserves a 
Season 3! 

Heather I was so disappointed to hear that Bomb 
Girls was cancelled. Most TV shows today 
have poor writing and simple content. 
This show was well written and kept my 
attention.  

Leah This show is amazimg, it is so important 
that women like this are remembered. 
During the war women held industry 
together, we kept our boys strong. We 
fought with food, with bombs, tanks, rivet 
guns, wrenches, and shovels. This is an 
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important show to keep on the air. 

Robert D. I have been enjoying bomb girls because 
my father (a Canadian soldier} was in 
England at that time and was involved in 
some of the battles then. I am a Canadian 
and found this series very interesting. 
Then Rosie O'Donnell showed up. She is 
without a doubt one of the worst 
personalities to darken the stages of 
American theaters. I will no longer watch 
this series because of her. I don't know 
who is producing this program but if they 
knew much about this purported actress 
they would know that if she had been 
alive at that time she would have been a 
fifth columnist. Too bad, I was enjoying it. 

Angela T. I'm in the US and love love love Bomb 
Girls. Bring it back please!!!  

Ray W. It's a shame. Great show could hardly wait 
for the next episode, but like so many 
Canadian productions that aren’t 
produced in Montreal it gets snuffed...  

@callmeMIM Just discovered #BombGirls - Best Cdn 
show I've seen! Hope @Global_TV brings 
it back-2 seasons is not enough! 
@SaveBombGirls… 

@Larry_McCl @callmeMIM @SaveBombGirls 
@Global_TV Netflix has some episodes in 
USA #BombGirls 

@opievibe Omg. Best show ever #BombGirls 

@SCIReine1918 All of the Betty feels. #BombGirls 

@opievibe The music in #BombGirls is just perfect 
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@muffiemouse @pouterbridgefan @SaveBombGirls You 
betcha:) It would sure be nice if Canadian 
TV knew when they have a good thing 
going! 

@ciaramconway @SaveBombGirls @sineadmahern I love 
that show! 

@LanaBananaGr

ay 

Saturday was the first one without 
#BombGirls on TV (England was so far 
behind). I don't like it. @AliLiebert 
@meggamonstah @SaveBombGirls 

@BombGirlsFans

1 

Happy New Year Bombshells! :D Hope 
that you all have a fantastic 2014 - and 
here's to more #BombGirls! :) 
#SaveBombGirls 

@muffiemouse @SaveBombGirls YOU BET WE CAN!💣 

@callmeMIM Just discovered #BombGirls - Best Cdn 
show I've seen! Hope @Global_TV brings 
it back-2 seasons is not enough! 
@SaveBombGirls #savebombgirls 

@SaveBombGirls My first #SaveBombGirls tweet of 2014: 
WE CAN DO IT! #BombGirls. Happy New 
Year all! 

@Dragica92 @SaveBombGirls Happy New Year dears 
and all the best.And a lots of 
#BombGirls.:) Xo 

@film_grrrl @SaveBombGirls @BombGirls This is 
one of the few series kept on my #tivo. We 
demand another season! The Axis powers 
cannot… 

@shutterpunk1 #BombGirls date night, a little lov'n for 
Betty. 
@SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert 
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@madamyez @ClaireYeowart  
#LegoBombGirls http://t.co/gc8J7k4fSX 

@muffiemouse @SaveBombGirls @bombgirls Happy 

New Years Eve Bomb Girls:)💣 

@aliisamoose TV: You're watching Global. Part of Shaw. 
Me: Boooo. #SaveBombGirls 

@muffiemouse @SaveBombGirls I'm sure there will be 

lots more mail in 2014:)💣 

@dulcineahilton When I took the streetcar in Toronto, I 
felt like one of the @bombgirls ! 
#SaveBombGirls @AliLiebert 
@charlottehegele @JodiAnneBalfour 

@Tv_Gal55 Reading old recaps w/ their perfect gifs 
&amp; heartachingly good analysis 
#GonnaMissThem #SaveBombGirls 
@butchprince @ElaineAtwell 
@cathyleaves 

@film_grrrl @SaveBombGirls @BombGirls This is 
one of the few series kept on my #tivo. We 
demand another season! The Axis powers 
cannot win this fight! 

@QueenRiganto

na 

#savebombgirls 

@muffiemouse @SaveBombGirls Wow, that's just 
fabulous:) 

@miss_kern @Salty4038 Hellllz yeah I did!! 
@SaveBombGirls 

@ValerieLierma

nn 

@SaveBombGirls  
only because I love #BombGirls 
http://t.co/VWeXzWpNle 
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@muffiemouse @SaveBombGirls @iloveyoubaggles 
@JodiAnneBalfour @AliLiebert These are 
the cutest cards:) 

@muffiemouse @SaveBombGirls Aww, I wanted to win;( 

@ElizabethBolde

3 

@SaveBombGirls brilliant series 

@RinuCZ W00t, I won something for the first time 
in my life and it's nothing less than 
@bombgirls S1 DVD! Fabulous gift, 
thanks @SaveBombGirls :3 

@RinuCZ @SaveBombGirls Omg, thanks so much! 
This is going to be my most precious 
Christmas gift for sure. :) *hugs* 

@Ceridwyn2 “@SaveBombGirls: Gladys: “I believe in 
these women.” SO DO WE, PRINCESS. 
SO DO WE. #BombGirls” /brilliant series! 

@Ceridwyn2 “@7of12: @SaveBombGirls We need 
#BombGirls because it showcases 
women's experiences.” 

@Quimby2 @SaveBombGirls Save Bomb Girls have a 
season 3! Some of best tv on air! 
#savebombgirls 

@uk_crunch @SaveBombGirls just finished S2 in UK, 
can't believe we don't get to find out what 
happens next.. @itv3official 
#savebombgirls 

@BombGirlsFans

1 

#BombGirls will return in 2014 with a 
full-length TV movie. For now... let's keep 
up the good fight #BombGirls 
#SaveBombGirls #VMail 
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@1staidgirl @SaveBombGirls I think this shows our 
heritage that many Canadians knew 
nothing about and we have to get this 
show back!! #SaveBombGirls. 

@pamplemoussee

76 

@bombgirls @SaveBombGirls 
@BombGirlsUSA Do you know where I 
can buy the DVD of #BombGirls for my 
perfect Christmas ? Thanks ! 
#savebombgirls 

@pouterbridgefa

n 

@adambutcherstar Thanks & you're 
welcome. Large sums of money to my 
numbered account in the Caymans will 
do. Will use it to #SaveBombGirls. ;-) 

@ClaireYeowart @aliisamoose @BombGirlsFans1 
@CarlynBurchell There was SO much 
more to explore with the character. 
#SaveBombGirls 

Meena K. My mom's friend was a type of Bomb Girl. 
During WWII she helped build planes. 
She is now 90+ and is the sweetest great-
grandma. You wouldn't think that she was 
involved in the war effort and was on the 
first fringes of female economic 
emancipation in Canada. Your show 
brings their story to light. 

Andrea M. Happy New Year and Bring Back Bomb 
Girls in 2014! 

Maggie J. Yeah I'd have a better 2014 if Bomb Girls 
was brought back. 

Yavanna B. New year new season please x 

Elizabeth S. Happy New Year, Bomb Girls fans! When 
will the reruns of Season 2 and the movie 
be shown on American TV? This is one of 
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the best shows on television. Too bad the 
network executives can't figure that out. 

Lou G. I think its awful that they are cancelling 
this wonderful show. Look how long 
MASH ran! 

Kristina A. Love this show! Such a shame that it was 
canceled. We need more shows like Bomb 
Girls. 

Deborah B. Just rewatched season 2 on Netflix. Didn't 
know it was cancelled. 

Kath J. Happy New Year to you all from 
Plymouth, UK. Please can we have more 
series and when do we get the film? 

Monique D. Brininging Bomb Girls back would really 
make it a Happy 2014 ! 

Mike R. Happy New Year, Bombers! Waiting for 
the movie to come to Netflix next year. 

Dianne F. watch it all the time!!!! 

Chris M. Miss you girls! Look forward to the movie. 

Sheree J. We want Bomb Girls to come back! Really 
miss that show! 

Lesleigh N. Great show - hope they bring it back! 

Heather S. Want more Bomb Girls! 

Joanne K. Does anyone know why the show was 
cancelled? Seems like so many of us 
watched it... 
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Erin P. More Bomb Girls!!!More Bomb Girls!!! 
Bomb Girls 

Steph W. Great show, hope you come back 

Dominique M. Love the show. 2 seasoned was just a 
tease. Plz bring it back. Reality TV is 
killing me. I Bomb Girls!!!! 

Stacey S. It would be even better if your series came 
back! 

Sandy D. How the Grinch stole Bomb Girls 

Colleen D. Can't wait for the movie! 

Majalisa D. I miss Bomb Girls-- bring it backkkkk 

Cait L. I just watched season 1 and 2 on Netflix. 
Please bring Bomb Girls back. 

Lesley A. Only just recently found out about this 
show, blew through the two seasons on 
netflix in a few days, and now I'm super 
disappointed to find that there won't be a 
third season! 

Jess D. I just watched season 1 and 2 on Netflix 
too. Please bring Bomb Girls 
back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Mike R. When will it be on Netflix? Hate to see the 
story end! 

Peggie T. After the movie can we have the series 
back!!! Pleeeese!! 

Tanya F. SERIES Please and TY! 
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Jessica A. PERK! Movie??!!! ...<Runs around 
shrieking YAY!!! 

Mark H. I love Bomb Girls. 

Paul S. greatest/bad time in history the 40's--
good show 

Ilene J. PLEASE bring back Bomb Girls back to 
TV!!!! 

Kathy R. Loved this show! They take great show off 
like this and leave trash on! 

Kelly Ann H. LOVE this show!!!! My Gramma passed 
away before I was smart enough to ask 
about her past & this show gives me just 
alittle look at what her life was like! 

Lee-Ann F. Greatest show!! Why do networks make 
stupid decisions?? Why take it off?! 

Sarita L. wait...wait....they canceled it?!?! nooo!!! 
why!!?!??? 

Betty J. When is the movie coming? Will it only be 
on BBB1? I cant get the US dvd format of 
season2 - boo hoo ! 

Robert H. Please show the Battle of the St. 
Lawrence!!!! 

Valerie K. Half way thru season 2 and enjoy every 
episode more than the preceding one. 
Everything about Bomb Girls is 
wonderful. 

Crystal P. When does the movie come out? I love 
bomb Girls!! 
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Anita G. MOVIE! sorry, just got a bit excited. 

Karen G. Boo to the cancellation of this series. Big 
loss. 

Courtney L. I didn't know a movie was in production! 
So excited! 

Kim L. they better bring Stanley home with a 
warbride! I've been rewatching the shows 
in preparation for the movie...can't wait! 
So much stuff they could do here...how 
will they fit it all in to a 2 hour movie! 
Hope those tv execs are watching! Bring 
back Bomb Girls!!!!! 

Ann Marie B. When will we be able to see the movie in 
America? 

Exov E. What a shame that this excellent program 
is being cancelled and being replaced with 
a movie .... Don't get me wrong, I'm 
excited for the movie, but would also like 
a full season 

Bonnie C. I really like this show. Thanks Canada 
(neighbor). 

Derek D. Will it ever show in the U.S? I seen it on 
netflix and loved it!! But that was it only 6 
ep.!!! 

Patti C. When will it be on TV and what 
network??/ Loved the series!!! 

Lisa D. I really wish another network would have 
picked that show up. It really is a great 
show and historically accurate as far as I 
can tell. That's great for the younger 
generation who have know idea what 
WWII was like around the world. 
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DeeDle J. Disappointed that such a great show was 
cancelled. Especially it being Canadian 
and they keep saying they want more 
Canadian content ?? What more could 
they have wanted don't get it?? But 
looking forward to seeing the movie. 
Absolutely loved BOMB GIRLS 

Kendra W. I am beyond excited for the Bomb Girls 
movie, even though it means the end of 
one of the most fantastic series ever. 

Mary W. i hate that the show is cancelled. i loved it. 

Raven M. so sad its over after this 

Shara I. The fans should start a petition to have 
the show brought back. 

Debbie R. One of the BEST Canadian shows ever 
made and they cancel it after only 2 
seasons. BEYOND disappointed! 

Bonnie C. Sad to learn of the series cancellation. 
This show opened my eyes to more 
impacts of WWII on those at homefront 
rather than in the battle field. 

Riane J. I just discovered the series on Netflix and 
am loving it!!! SO disappointed to know 
that once I'm done watching it's over 

CathySz Loved this show! Looking forward to the 
movie. Would love for this series to 
continue. 

Karina A. I love the show (saw season 1&2 on 
Netflix) and want to see many more! 

Samantha B. I want to join the rest of the people trying 
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to get Bomb Girls into a third season. 
How could they cancel this amazing, 
smart, and engaging show? I'm so 
disappointed to hear they are not 
planning a third season... 

rlstandifer08 Just finished watching bomb girls on 
Netflix. Love the show!! This is a Great 
Show, you need to bring it back.. 

Margaret R. I can'believe they cancelled this show.  I 
loved it. Excellent!!! I have been waiting 
to see it on the schedule. 

Elaine S. For the sake of today's youth who's brains 
are rotting on "reality" shows save Bomb 
Girls. It is refreshingly well written and 
based on REAL REALITY!   

Jennifer A. Please, please, please make more seasons! 

Francesca H. I'm a huge fan from the "other side of the 
border", ie in the US. I watched it on Air 
Canada and was immediately hooked, so 
watched the whole show. The writing is 
excellent and so is the acting. Bring it 
back, please!!! Lots more seasons! PS -- 
As an Italian-American, I absolutely loved 
Toni Ellwand's character and her superb 
portrayal of the Mamma. It was fantastic 
that you educated viewers in the 
internment issue too. Well done all!  

Shelley C. I was recently at a retreat where 15 of my 
friends were introduced and hooked on 
Bomb Girls.  I came home and have 
passed on the show, to my family and 
friends, I had to go out and buy Apple TV 
so that I could get Netflix so that I could 
have access to it.  Please bring it back!! 
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Sam F.  I'm hoping good viewer turnout for the 
movie will lead to a new season. 

Kim C. I agree with all the comments regarding 
cancellation of the series. This is one 
series I NEVER miss. I am so 
disappointed to know that someone has 
made a decision to end it and leave us 
with only a movie. Sure, I'll watch the 
movie. There are just so few series worth 
watching anymore and this was one that 
WAS worth it. 

Susan P. I so enjoyed the series. A glimpse of our 
past. 

Susan J. Didn't Bomb Girls win awards?? Who 
cancels a successful series?? 

Belinda D. OMG didn't know about the movie, can't 
wait !! 

Belinda D. Wait, now I just read that the show has 
been cancelled. Not happy Jan ! 

Andrea M.  Looking forward to the movie, but the TV 
show returning would have made me so 
happy. Can't believe such a quality TV 
show was cancelled. 

Grace K. I really want to see this...Is this going to 
be on Netflix? That's what originally got 
me hooked on Bomb Girls. 

Cherry S. is there any way for those of us in 
Alabama of the United States. Was really 
disappointed when it was cancelled on 
Reelz. 

Amanda H. omg really?! I love that show! 
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Jeane T. They're bringing the show back..or 
making a movie from the show??? At any 
rate...I enjoyed the show and looking 
forward to the movie! 

Elizabeth O. Literally can't wait. #bestshowever 

Donna K. Date of movie please. Can't wait!! 

Moiyan T.  Cant wait for the movie; when's the 
movie coming out? 

Mick D. How does crap like "Duck Dynasty" get 
renewed and we lose our Bomb Girls? 
SMH 

Chris M. Oh yea! Love it! 

Lauren A. Such a good show! I'm watching from the 
UK and LOVE it! More series are needed 

Shirley M. That is such a good show. Why did they 
have to cancel it? they should cancel some 
of those reality shows. I hate them with a 
passion. 

Ginnie S. I can't wait for the movie! If only the 
episodes would go on! Go on to follow the 
lives of these women. 

Laura C. I agree with Shirley, it's a great show, I 
love it too. Yes there are a lot of those 
reality show that should be canned 
immediately. 

Marion W. Bring back Bomb Girls! 

Laurie N. During a sub zero temperatures week, 
started binge watching Bomb Girls on 
Netflix... now with all 18 episodes under 
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my belt, I eagerly await any news of the 
wrap up 2 hour movie. Fingers crossed 
that it actually happens, as this is a well 
produced, entertaining and educational 
show which is very much appreciated by 
this fan (and her husband!). Enjoyed The 
Bletchley Circle too! 

Kimberly J. can't wait for the movie to air anyone 
know if the date has been finalized for 
airing 

Hajer A. Bring it back 

Annemie S. UNCANCEL THIS PLEASE! 

Steven M. When can we expect it back on in the 
States? I need a Bomb Girls fix. 

Sandra O. Devastated that this show is cancelled! I 
live in Ireland and caught Season 2 on 
ITV 3, prompting me to buy both series' 
from Amazon. Sick of the perpetual round 
of reality rubbish we are subjected to. 
This is truly excellent, feel-good tv and 
I'm sure with a substantial fanbase. Very 
odd decision to canxel it.... 

Robert H. Will the movie show the Battle of the St. 
Lawrence or the attack on Bell Island? 

Joanne M. Does anyone know where I can view 
season 2? I live in the UK. Or does anyone 
have an idea when season 2 will be 
available on Netflix? Thanks. 

Teresa H. I just found it on Netflix too. It's a great 
show. 

Moiyan T. Cant wait for the movie; when's the movie 
coming out? 
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Maud A. Can't wait!! 

Tracy A. Love the show , can't wait for the movie . I 
agree , why are all the good tv shows 
cancelled !? 

Linda D. COOOL..a movie - love this show. 

Joyce J. Yet...it was canceled...??? 

Rose M. Why was it canceled? 

Leslie G. Bring it back! Unlike most shows this one 
is truly unique 

Amanda S. check this show out chick, I love it!! 

Christina B. I'm so glad there is gonna be a movie and 
it's not just over! 

Lisa A. I just discovered this series over the 
weekend on Netflix and was hooked from 
Episode 1. Now I learn its been cancelled 
after Season 2. Happy there will be a 
movie to tidy it up, but is there any 
chance it will return? 

Barbara M. Fell in love with this show . It gave me a 
glimpse of life of my parents before I was 
born! Wish it would continue. 

Mike R. Came across on Netflix. Hooked. Waiting 
for the movie! 

Lesli W. This show NEEDS to continue! 

Delaney M. Man. They shouldn't make a movie... They 
should continue doing seasons of it. I 
mean the show can old last the duration 
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of WWII anyways so it's already got an 
expiration date... Come on Canada. 

Kath J. Bring back Bomb Girls, more please 

Kirsty W. Agree... Bring it back as a television 
series... I was hooked from day one and 
hated when it ended..!! Something I 
looked forward to on a Saturday night..!! 

Ila M. can't believe it's cancelled, it was the best 

The Bletchley 

Circle Watchers 

enjoyed the series, looking forward to the 
movie 

Margaret B. Another vote for the series to continue. It 
could easily have lasted 3 or 4 more 
seasons, and THEN make a movie. Great 
show. I have no idea why they dropped 
such an amazing series. 

Sarai D. Bring it back to Reelz Network. I enjoyed 
the show greatly! 

Koral D. We want more!! My friends and i were 
serching netflix to find a new series. We 
spent tge last 36 hours hooked and 
talking about it! We want more! I wish we 
would have seen ads about this! 

Marie C. Is it back on TV? 

Andrea M. Hoping and hoping with all my heart for 
new seasons in spite of the cancellation. 
Re-runs are great, but new seasons would 
be spectacular 

Lyn S. WHY DO YOU CONTINUE TO ALLOW 
GLOBAL TO SHOW RE-RUNS WHEN 
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THEY ARE THE ONES WHO 
CANCELLED THE SHOW? There must 
be another channel other than this stupid 
one! 

Alyssa H. Save Bomb Girls. We want a new Season. 

Vanessa L. Love this show! Bring it back!!!! 

Darlene G. It would be nice to watch it in the USA ! 

Magi M.  it would be nice to see season 2 in the uk 
as well 

Carolina A. Miss them sooo much 

Jenny P. I miss this show so bloody much! 

Debbie R. I miss this show, loved it!!! 

Peggie T. AND let's have more stories about the 
ladies during the war. 

Patricia O. Any idea when Season 2 will be on DVD 
in the USA? 

Kim L. its truly amazing how many people are 
'begging' ... BEGGING them to bring back 
Bomb Girls...on every single post...and 
they start a brand new cop show 
instead...how many police shows does one 
network need anyway 

Rhonda C. I miss my Bomb Girls!!! 

Robbin G. we are watching it on netflix and loving it. 
Season 2 on NetFlix 
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Andrea H. Loved this show SO much... 

Mae G. i got to like the show and it was not on the 
next season i was so disapointed 

Alayna N. when is the made for tv movie supposed 
to air? 

Kelly V. I miss my bomb girls! 

Bob & Mary C. I hear we won't see it here in the U.S. That 
is so sad to get us hooked and leave us 
hanging. ~Mary 

Arena J. Loved this....but unable to see on my 
network:(. 

Helena S. Why re runs and not a new season.. does 
not make any sense to me 

Elizabeth S. Quality TV must not sell. Another cop 
show, medical drama, or worse, some 
dreadful reality program will take its 
place. Too bad. We women want better 
than that. 

Sarai D. Bring back to Reelz Network 

Sarai D. What is Global up? 

Jean A. Well said Elizabeth A.S.! I feel the same 
way. It was actually a show that I just 
loved. Apparently there was not enough 
swearing, sexuality, murders, etc for the 
taste of this generation of ours I 
absolutely LOVE Bomb Girls and heart 
broken there are no new episodes 

Karen T. This was one of my favorite shows. 
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Carol M. Great show. 

Tanya F. Wish it would come back. Heck it's been 
so long...I can't even remember did it only 
go for 2 seasons or 3? I ordered the first 2 
Seasons Dvds. 

Carrie T. Dang! I love this show! 

Matt H. No Season 3? 

Monique D. Again: Shame on you Global for 
cancelling that show ! 

Anna C. Can't wait!!! So sad no more shows tho:-( 

Amanda L. oh man. I can't wait!! Is Betty in prison? 

Janet W. When will this and the third series be 
shown in the UK?? 

Racheal S. No season 3 - the government can't have 
us Canadians seeing what really happened 
behind closed doors, while they sat 
behind oak desks.... 

Jenny G. love the tv programme 

Casey W. When is the show coming back 

Theresa R. No season 3,I have been waiting for the 
series to come back on 

Debbie M. They axed series 3 and replaced it with a 
full length movie, as they had a fall in 
viewers over the pond... Sadly they 
should've broadcasted to a UK audience 
first, as there seems to be plenty of 
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unhappy people that there's no series 3... 
Yet another great series come to an end 
when it truly deserved screen time, great 
actresses/actors and great storyline. 
Shame. 

Jan K. Why do networks take off good quality 
shows, that people enjoy, then replace it 
with crap? 

Carol D. I so AGREE Jan, the GARBAGE thats on 
T.V. today. What ever happened to good 
shows, Leave it to Beaver, Partridge 
family, Brady Bunch and my favouite 
Charlies Angels??? Those were the 
Good'Ol days. 

Lori M. I agree, Bomb Girls was one of the best 
new shows on T.V. Why on earth did they 
take it off. Like we need more reality 
shows on T.V. - they're all crap! 

Chloe L. The cancellation of this show made me so 
sad! I can't believe they can cancel shows 
like this and still run shows like duck 
dynasty! 

Di S. The movie? why not the series? xox 

Christina L. What's the point in these photos if the 
show is cancelled? 

Sandy H. Is the series not on anymore? I really 
liked that show 

Sandy H. That's why I hate to start a series, get 
involved, then it's cancelled! 

Rachel O. Cannot believe this series was cancelled! 
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Kristina A. Love this show! 

Tom D. I find it pathetic how many of you are 
supporting this movie. As much as I loved 
the show and supported it, I refuse to 
support the movie as they didnt care 
about the viewers by dropping this series. 

Joanne K. Actually, it wasn't the show that didn't 
care about the viewers. It was the 
network. The actors on the show were sad 
as well. So I will be going to see the movie, 
absolutely. 

Jean A. Such a pretty girl and such a wonderful 
voice~ and such an amazing show! Can't 
wait to see the movie! 

Denise L. Where/when can we view the movie?!?!? 
The series is/was FABULOUS! Will it be 
back on television? 

Darryl S. Another good show cancelled. This show 
just needed more time.  

Eleanor N. More Bomb Girls, PLEASE!!!!!!! This is 
an excellent program.  We want to see 
more of the stories regarding the 
interesting women (and men). 

Robert H. Will the movie show some action scenes 
like the Battle of the St. Lawrence? 

Alexis L. When is the movie coming out ? 

Katherine H. Hope this movie will be posted on netflick 
in the US 

Lauri P.  I still dont understand why they took off 
the show! It was great!! 
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Laida E. Bring the show back 

Debbie R. I feel as though ive lost some good 
friends.... 

Peggie T. Have the movie and then BRING BACK 
THE SERIES!! 

Jan K. Why do networks pull shows that are 
entertaining to watch, with a great cast, 
have to pull the plug on the show? I'm 
going to miss this show and I know a lot 
of other people will also. 

Gargraves T. Bring it back! 

June A. Can't wait to see the movie, but yes, 
please bring back the series. It was a little 
bit of Toronto history with such great 
characters and actors. Loved it. 

Robbie S. When will the movie be released for US 
folks???? 

Caryn S. Why cancel if it's award winning 
material? 

Naoma P. Great show 

Meredith H. Yet another award nomination (and 
probably a win), explain to me again why 
this show was cancelled? 

Elinor O. Why was the series cancelled???? 

Val B. wtf cancelled? 

Ramona H. Love, love, love this show. Every woman 
character was my favorite! Please bring it 
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back! 

Carrie S. Why isnt this on in USA anymore? Love 
this show! 

John G. Nobody can figure that out (why it was 
canceled) except the dildo-brains at 
Global TV - and they're not saying. 

Emily R. And yet the show is still cancelled. Global 
and Shaw Media are idiots! 

Lauren D. so why is this show cancelled? 

Andrea M. Award winning, but yet the show is 
cancelled? If an award is not a sign to 
continue this amazing show, I don't know 
what is. To the powers that be, <<Bring 
Back Bomb Girls!>> 

Adriana G. Someone please explain this to me....the 
series has won awards...the actors have 
won and it's being cancelled? Such a great 
way to show Canada's war efforts....a 
great way to show our young women truly 
strong, brave and wonderful women. 
Would love to have the chance to be able 
to sit and chat with these women...they 
must have amazing stories! 

Peggy B. Love this show, it's smart & witty but I 
guess that it was too smart for the idiots a 
Global! 

Renee K. Bomb Girls is still winning awards, so 
why was this show cancelled? 

Patti C. Totally agree....very disappointed that this 
series ended....Will look forward to the 
movie. 
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David W. I've never known any other show 
cancelled receive more "Why?"'s than 
Bomb Girls. That's a mystery to me. Bomb 
Girls has all the ingredients of a solid, 
high rated, long run show should AND it 
was popular. I thought the folks in these 
film groups wanted to make money? 

Joan S. There should be a year 3. 

Elizabeth S. Congratulations, Meg Tilley. Your 
performance as Lorna is so nuanced and 
understated. Too bad the powers that be 
at Global don't recognize brilliance when 
they see it. Can't wait to see the movie, 
but also can't help thinking we should be 
restlessly waiting for season 3 to begin. . . 

Kath J. Awesome series, we want more. Please 
bring it back to our tv's. Come on big 
bosses in Canada public opinion must 
count for something. You can see that it's 
watched in Canada, America and UK and 
we all love this programme, the girls, 
Marco and the story lines. ;0 

Ulla G. Well done Meg! So the actors win awards, 
show is awesome, solid core following and 
still gets cancelled??? Foolish people in 
charge!! 

Valerie E. Bomb Girls is a really great show. 

Helena S. And the show was cancelled why?? 

Diane W. Another wonderful award to an amazing 
actress! Hopefully the show earns many 
more in season 3! OH WAIT. 

Kim C. Such a bad decision of the powers that be 
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to not further the SERIES instead of 
producing a movie. Shame on them.... 

Linda D. waiting for the movie 

Ashley H. I'm still sadden that the show was 
canceled I loved it! 

Nancy C. I don't get the channel Bomb Girls came 
on, where else can I watch it? 

Dawn G. someone tell me how many seasons there 
are so far? I've seen 6 episodes and want 
more more more! i only came across this 
last week. 

Sheena L. All 18 episodes are on Netflix. That's how 
I spent this weekend, watching Bomb 
Girls. 

Nikki M. they made it into a movie!! I'm a happy 
girl!! 

Jessica A. I love the show but not sure if I will be 
able to watch the movie. I live in the U.S. 
and don't get the global channel. Is there 
any other way I will be able to tune in? 

Meredith H. The US played the series on Reelz, I 
would assume they will play the movie 
also. They were pretty sad to see the show 
go also. 

Kath J. Love the show, love the fashion ( a lot of it 
appearing on shelves now) bring it back 
PLEASE ;0 

Misty R. I hope they do bring it back I'm so sick of 
vampires,demons,kardashians,boo boo, 
and all the other dumb brain rot on t.v. 
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Ilene J. I miss Bomb Girls! PLEASE BRING IT 
BACK !!!! 

Andrea M. Every time I see pictures of Bomb Girls, I 
think what could have been. I think who 
could possibly cancel such a gem of a TV 
show. When we are so inundated with too 
much ridiculous reality shows, Bomb 
Girls told a story, a story of history and of 
our past which peaked our interest in a 
good way. Rather than embrace it, the 
"powers that be" cancels this unique 
show. It's not too late to pick it up before 
years go by and we'll remember this show 
and what could have been. To anyone who 
has the power to bring this brilliant TV 
show back or any new network that can 
pick it up, don't lose this opportunity 
before it is too late. 

Kim L. the whole decision to cancel Bomb Girls 
was the dumbest thing those suits ever 
did, and they probably won't ever admit it 
either. Sad, just sad! Looking forward to 
the movie, and if the ratings go through 
the roof and they still don't reverse their 
decision then so long network, I dont care 
how many new police shows you start...i 
wont be watching them. And 
congratulations to Meg Tilley for yet 
ANOTHER award based on her 
perfomance in Bomb Girls!!!! Truly 
deserved and I am rooting for you to win! 

Joel F. I hope the movie rekindles this series. It 
was one of the best things to be on 
Canadian TV in a long time. Smart, fun, 
entertaining and interesting. One of 
characters that really developed for me 
was Bob. In the beginning he seemed like 
such a disaster but later we learn why. 
Then he finally gets out from under his 
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cloud and we get to see his how strong 
and intelligent he really is. He is a good 
match for Lorna. A testament to creative, 
intelligent writing and superb acting to 
bring it all to life. Alas, I do miss this 
show. 

Rhonda D.  I am shocked they canceled this show!! it 
was such a great show, and I loved the 
WWII era. I thought it was very classy 
and a well-written show. I am excited for 
the movie but deeply saddened they 
canceled it. 

Linda D. Great show! 

Lexi H. Can hardly wait for the movie. 

Barbara C. I so loved this show. Anyone know why 
they didn't continue the series? 

Linda P. I loved that show as well 

Brenda R. Love all the characters. Super story lines. 

Carla S. Can't get on cable - LOVE the show's 
premise! 'Bout time! Episodes on Netflix 
yet? I'll keep looking. Pls cont. the good 
work! 

Brenda R. Can`t say enough about this show. Can`t 
wait for the next episode. 

Cath C. Keep this show on the air! Love it!! 

Kristina T. Is there anywhere we can purchase the 
official soundtrack for the show? I love 
the music but haven't been able to find it. 
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Jen S. For the love of God and all that is holy 
BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS!!! LOVE 
LOVE LOVE the show!! I've been 
suffering from major withdrawal </3 

Karina C. there's going to be a movie?! live just got 
so much better!!!!! 

Cindy D. When is it coming on in the U.S.? 

Kelly D. So so sad the show was canceled. I really 
loved it and wished it had been given 
more time. It's a good thing there will be a 
movie to tie up those loose ends, but 
still.... 

Victoria M. When does the season start up ? 

Victoria M. Aww man! That really sucks! It was such a 
great show. 

Claudia S. When will the movie be out? Can't wait! 
Did background work on it. 

Liz R. season 3???? 

Delores J. Will the Bomb Girls movie be shown on 
U.S. television? I loved this series! 

Kristina C. Can't wait to see the movie I miss the 
show 

Angel B. I love this show, I love learning about 
women history! Just sad that it ended so 
soon! I can't wait till the movie comes 
outs! 

Riane J. Just to echo everyone below, I recently 
discovered this series on Netflix and 
thoroughly enjoyed every second!! I'm so 
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disappointed to learn that it's been 
canceled. Please bring it back!! 

Sue M. Such a wonderful lesson in history!! Why 
Why Why was it cancelled??? Please keep 
us posted on when the movie will air. 

Tanya F. Ummm it's been so long. but is there not a 
3 season dvd out yet? I can't even 
remember did it just run for 2 seasons? 
Ug I wish they would bring this back to a 
series. I really love this era! 

Christine G. When does the Movie Air, can you see it 
in the States....I got to watch this on 
NetFlex and would love to see MORE!! 
Bring it Back...Please provide info on how 
the fans can see the Movie & when it will 
be on...PLEASE!!!!! 

Magi M. Hi all, watched episode 1 to 6 on Netflix 
but they aren't showing the rest at the 
moment, anyone know where I can watch 
the rest in the UK, ( ITV player is showing 
the last 3 but I have missed the middle 
episodes ) Thanks x 

Cindy M. I recently discovered this show and 
watched through Netflix. I was sad to 
learn it has been cancelled. Will Bomb 
Girls the Movie be available in the U.S? I 
really enjoyed it and would like to see 
some of the story lines resolved. 

Valerie L. vivement la suite... 

Marion M. Bring back Bomb Girls! 

Laurie N. During a sub zero temperatures week, 
started binge watching Bomb Girls on 
Netflix... now with all 18 episodes under 
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my belt, I eagerly await any news of the 
wrap up 2 hour movie. Fingers crossed 
that it actually happens, as this is a well 
produced, entertaining and educational 
show which is very much appreciated by 
this fan (and her husband!). Enjoyed The 
Bletchley Circle too! 

@KmaeMyers #BombGirls is everything I want in a TV 
show: woman power, WWII, and swanky 
jazz clubs. 

@jellykennings you guys bomb girls is really good  

@aliisamoose My Favourite Canadian TV Show – Bomb 
Girls! #CdnTVStories: 
http://t.co/QtNr3eXin9 via @youtube 
#IMANERD 

@buknerd Every answer I give to questions in 
@hhoagie's Zeebox room seems to involve 
#BombGirls in some way. I wonder if I'm 
obsessed. 

@CestlavieMario

n 

I watched Bomb girls in french canadian 
version 

@kaitlrylie One of the greatest injustices in this world 
is the fact that Bomb Girls was cancelled 
like how could they? 

@kaitlrylie Betty McRae is literally my queen 
#bombgirls #perfectblondes 

@MilestyleMe Photoset: lovecatcadillac: This makes me 
want Bomb Girls modern AUs SO BADLY. 
Oh, Bomb Girls! http://t.co/ld97E4bZH0 

@androgylou i'm watching bomb girls and i love it 
mrppppp 
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@Sunday_Violet @kaitlrylie @SaveBombGirls I ask myself 
this all the time... There is no sense to 
this, no sense at all... *group hug* 

@KellydeRuiter I Just ADORE #BettyMcrae! You should 
all watch @bombgirls, @SaveBombGirls ! 

@Whymz @suzannebleu @matchbox_sized Can i 
just tell you how much I hate(love) you 
jerks (awesome ppl) for #BombGirls ?!?!? 
Agh!!!! Betty/Kate 

@kaitlrylie @Sunday_Violet @SaveBombGirls I can't 
deal with the fact that when I finish 
Season2 it's OVER... *quietly weeps over 
picture of Ali Liebert* 

@Sunday_Violet @kaitlrylie how I weep for that girl... 
What do I do to comfort myself, all I have 
of her other than BG is Harper's Island, 
that won't help! 

@buknerd Do I want to be Betty McRae, or marry 
Betty McRae? #ICantDecide #BombGirls 

@MorganPynn All mah shows are dead/dying. Reba is 
gone, Bomb Girls is gone, #YR is in the 
process of dying, Cote left NCIS. Like, 
PEOPLE! STAAAHP! 

@shaniosborne Bomb Girls is one of the best WWII 
feminism based TV shows I've ever seen. 
Actually love it so much. 

@ElaineAtwell “@shaniosborne: Bomb Girls is one of the 
best WWII feminism based TV shows I've 
ever seen. Actually love it so much.” right 
on. 

@Sunday_Violet Right, last four eps of @bombgirls .... 
SOMEONE HOLD ME!!  
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@letterboxed @aconcepciondiaz Betty also rocks. I have 
a lot of Feelings about her. It's Bomb 
Girls, a Canadian ladyfest. Vera is the 
Sophia, wise femme. 

@dryily Fuck me, why did I think that watching 
#BombGirls was a brilliant idea? All these 
fucking feels... 

@JosieTilly @RoryLOV3 late reply, but Bomb Girls 
started airing here this summer and I love 
it! Another episode tonight!! Too bad it 
got cancelled :( 

@cdntvstories Aliisa from Ajax chooses @bombgirls 
@SaveBombGirls - 
http://t.co/8pBk2jmLJo -has hundreds of 
reasons, but gives top 3! 

@awkrdBee Spent the weekend binge watching 
@bombgirls. What a show; a great 
Canadian produced show 

@dulcineahilton Another Monday, let's re-watch 
#BombGirls and pretend they are still on. 

@isthew0rst searching for #BombGirls news and 
finding only an upcoming book on bomb 
girls not related to the show will make you 
more pissed at global. 

@ilovebettymcra

e 

@isthew0rst I honestly don't think I could 
be MORE ANGRY at #Global .... until that 
movie comes out I will just be depressed 
and apathetic. 

@ilovebettymcra

e 

THE #BOMBGIRLS ARMY IS GROWING 
EVER STRONGER WITH VISIONS OF 
FUTURE-HAPPINESS JUST DANGLING 
IN THE WAR FIRE! 
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@ilovebettymcra

e 

WHY ISN'T THERE MORE 
#BOMBGIRLS FAN-ART?! I WANT FOR 
THERE TO BE ENOUGH TO FILL 
MULTIPLE MANSIONS! *not that I have 
them* 

@ClaireYeowart Watching the perseid meteor shower. 
Wishing on the moon hasn't worked so 
I'm wishing on shooting stars instead. 
#BombGirls #SaveBombGirls 

@MichaelaTosh I miss #bombgirls. 

@arvelasquez71

7 

Ugghhh. Ali Liebert just posted a pic on 
instawhatevs so I thought about Bomb 
Girls and got sad all over again. ;n; 

@arvelasquez71

7 

Whyyyyyyy do great shows get cancelled? 
Pushing Daisies & Bomb Girls I <3 U 
5ever.  

@SabrinaKoala @SaraBultsma DID YOU EVER WATCH 
THE BOMB GIRLS SEASON FINALE 
SARA HAVE YOU FELT THAT PAIN YET 

@ibyshire And every now and then Amy wanders 
past, melancholy about Bomb Girls. Why, 
why do they take these shows from us. 

@rainaregan Finally getting around to watching Bomb 
Girls on Netflix... Gladys is my favorite 
character! 

@HotTeenDad GO WATCH BOMB GIRLS RIGHT NOW 
OK. THERE ARE CUTE LESBIANS AND 
FEMINISTS AND IT IS ABSOLUTELY 
WORTH YOUR TIME. 

@RedWingsTiffa

ny 

Anyone seen Bomb Girls???? I've seen 
only 2 Episode and I'm addicted! It's on 
Netflix! 
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@RedWingsTiffa

ny 

Just finished season 1 of Bomb Girls on 
Netflix.. I'm in love with @AliLiebert 
amazing Performance! Can't wait to see 
season 2! 

@verona_vm: I like Bomb Girls for the costumes and 
Kate Hennig. #decentCanadiantelevision 

@saraxhall So I finished the first season of bomb girls 
what do I do now 

@sazzlesfl Bomb girls being cancelled , 
@LauraPrepon leaving #oitnb and #paily 
on the rocks. Can't catch a break these 
days 

@LennieMartin @verona_vm @SaveBombGirls 
Veronica..is there any news yet on "Bomb 
Girls?" Why in the world was the best 
show of our times cancelled? 

@buknerd I will never stop tweeting about 
#BombGirls! The last tweet ever before 
twitter shuts down will be mine and it will 
be about this show. 

@CharmedLassie Watching Bomb Girls Betty/Kate videos 
on YouTube. Because I'm not heartbroken 
enough, obviously. 

@_samchisholm I might actually be in love with betty from 
bomb girls my heart is melting into pieces 
ὣ 

@yipskip12 if you're not watching bomb girls you're 
doing it wrong. 

@A_Duncanx1 Bomb Girls is so good. 

@NatalieMitch7 If an amazing tv show get cancelled 
unexpectedly they should be forced to 
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have a movie to tie up lose ends Lookin at 
you #bombgirls #please 

@SpoonieJen Just finished season one of Bomb Girls. 
What an amazing show! I absolutely love 
it – the writing, the music, the actors, 
everything! 

@buknerd I don't want to rewatch #BombGirls until 
I can watch both seasons, but S2 on 
Netflix or dvd in the US is taking 
FOREVER. 

@betterleftbl_nk Photoset: B omb G irls Can never have 
enough Bomb Girls in my life 
http://t.co/wybwuI3AF0 

@Vzlunareclipse Bomb Girls maybe my new favorite show 
on Netflix. <3 

@RachelGarfirth Although OITNB only had 13 episodes Im 
ok because its been renewed UNLIKE 
BOMB GIRLS! :'( #OITNB 
#savebombgirls #feelings 

@_trispriors i just remembered bomb girls has finished 
i made mySELF SAD 

@matchbox_size

d 

Recently my good friend told me she 
started watching #BombGirls...and then 
couldn't stop and ended up crying at 4am. 
It made me proud. 

@tslamsin FRIENDLY REMINDER THAT BOMB 
GIRLS GOT CANCELLED BUT GLEE IS 
STILL ON AIR LOL BYE 

@gowikdbig I JUST REALLY MISS BOMB GIRLS I 
NEED CONSOLING 

@catshaw88 just stumbled upon #BombGirls on 
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#Netflix. Pretty damn good. Didn't know 
anyone else cared about my dissertation 
topic... #womanpower 

@ilovebettymcra

e 

"@gowikdbig: I JUST REALLY MISS 
BOMB GIRLS I NEED CONSOLING" this 
is me alllll the time... in case anyone is 
interested... 

@ilovebettymcra

e 

@elmolatc I miss Ali and Jodi and 
everyone.. it feels wrong to not have them 
constantly in my life :/ #BombGirls 

@charlottehegele To the @SaveBombGirls Team: Thank 
you so much! You're the most dedicated & 
passionate audience! This was uplifting! 
http://t.co/obPnr6NASs 

@madamyez Driving in my car & thinking about the 
character Betty McRae. Her swag, her 
voice, her face .. Miss her ! #BombGirls 
Withdrawal  

@ReadingBukow

ski 

I NEED a 3rd season of Bomb Girls. I also 
wanted a lot more drama between Lorna 
and Marco in the 2nd season. 

@ReadingBukow

ski 

I really love Lorna in Bomb Girls. Meg 
Tilly is just perfect. 

Derek G. I could see this series extended into 
several movies. 

Kim C. Such a bad decision of the powers that be 
to not further the SERIES instead of 
producing a movie. Shame on them.... 

Christine A. waiting for the movie 

Isis Love Meg Tilly blew me away! She was 
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amazing in this show, I just wish there 
was more to see. Very sad to hear that this 
ending! Thank you Meg Tilly for your 
outstanding performance you are an 
exceptional actress you definitely proved 
what you are capable of! Absolutely 
beautiful. Thank you! 

Linda P. I loved that show as well 

Stewart W. She is quite Attractive I have to admit. 

Brenda R. Love all the characters. Super story lines. 

Lee T. Fantastic shot! Fantastic actress! 

Carla M. Can't get on cable - LOVE the show's 
premise! 'Bout time! Episodes on Netflix 
yet? I'll keep looking. Pls cont. the good 
work! 

Brenda R. Can`t say enough about this show. Can`t 
wait for the next episode. 

Maureen O. Loved "Bomb Girls" 

Deanna D. Don't understand why they took it off the 
air!! 

Gabriela K. i miss this show 

Cynthia Y. This was a great show, bring it back! 

Michael C. I want a Third Season 

Joyce J. I just want more... 
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Terpsichore D. Then why the heck was it cancelled? 

Hajer A. So sad it was cancelled 

Peggie T. So bring back the series - fools for 
cancelling it!! 

Carol M. The best shows are always cancelled and 
replaced by stupid reality shows. 

Sarah J. I cannot understand why a show that was 
unique, that was so well loved wasn't 
renewed for a third season. Rubbish. 

Alison H. Why cancell it then!!!!! 

Arlene B. Excellence takes a back seat to greed!!! 

Monica C. All these awards should necessitate 
subsequent seasons. Whoever cancelled it 
should be fired! 

John S. It's funny how Global has never answered 
"why?" Well, maybe not... 

Michelle O. And it was cancelled. How stupid! 

John S. If Global does not want to keep the show 
they should let someone like CBC pick it 
up. It seems to me that it's the perfect 
kind of show for CBC. 

Sally R. It just nicely got started and they 
cancelled it.. 

Mick D.  So why in hell is it being cancelled? SMH 

Maria O. This repetitive posting is a turn off. Find 
another network to put the thing back 
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into production instead of all this yak yak 
yak 

Andora S. Then why is gods name was this show 
ever cancelled 

Hailey L. I'm from the U.S and I love watching this 
show on Netflix!! 

Matt D.  this mean it's coming back? 

Matt D. That it can have another season? 

Michelle N. i love this show 

Bijou V. "Hey guys we have an award winning 
show, what shall we do with it?" "Cancel 
it" *this may not be exactly what went 
down at Global HQ.. but it wouldn't 
surprise me if it did go like this.. 

Andrea M. Exciting news for the former cast of the 
show, but very bittersweet. It's great the 
now-cancelled show has been nominated, 
but it doesn't mean anything if the show 
does not go on. It is more frustrating to 
me to read how such a intelligent, exciting 
and brilliant show can be so loved by fans 
and critics, but yet cancelled. 

Peggie T. A nasty thought out to the sponsors of the 
show - they didn't even know they had a 
winner - you lose guys. 

Marlene H. So again why was a award winning show 
like this even cancelled?????? 

Lyn S. Looks good on Global; wish another 
station was chosen to air their repeats! 
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Nancy P. So why was this show cancelled??? 

Mary T. Why cancel an award winning show??? So 
insane! 

Lyn S. Global said it didn't get the ratings it 
expected BUT they don't include the 
number of people who watch it on their 
PVR or on their lap tops/tablets. Global 
should just put up and shut up; but they 
are going to get to air the movie etc., etc. 

Cora L. Bring the show back please. 

Michelle S. Miss the show-bring it back!! 

Andrea H. Will you please bring it back now??? 

Lauren D. and yet, it was still cancelled 

Caryn S. Oh well I can totally see why you would 
cancel it only six award nominations not 
seven. Putting on my best sarcastic face!!! 

Elizabeth P. All the more reason to BRING BOMB 
GIRLS BACK. 

Rose H. Ditto bring it back!! 

Shenene R. BRING BACK BOMB GIRLS PLEASE 

Linda S. And they still cancelled it....... 

Karen M. It is a great show! So frustrating for all 
concerned, including the actors! 

Mayorica B. I need my bomb girl fix, please bring 
them back! 
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Julie W. Makes one wonder, why it was cancelled, 
loved that show, looked forward to it 
every week 

Kayla S. so they cancelled a show that gets more 
nominations then most that have been on 
for years 

Amanda A. All these awards and yet Shaw Media still 
cancelled the show. I guess no show is 
safe anymore, regardless of its 
achievements and its viewers. 

Bj-Tori C. Hey, I love the show. Really wish it would 
continue so my family could watch it. It 
reminds me of my great aunt and 
grandmother's story. 

Elizabeth A. And yet, Global TV is not bringing Bomb 
Girls back for another well-deserved 
season. Go figure!! 

Tanya F. How can a cancelled show get so many 
knows!!!!!!!! Bring it back 

Melissa A. Please bring it back 

Christina G. Me and my dad and my sons love 
watching it . It makes up are family night 

Joyce F. Maybe the powers that be should rethink 
the cancellation! 

Barb F. Why WAS it cancelled? 

Carolyn S. Bring it back 

Kim L. Congratulations and very well deserved!!! 
Now Bring It Back!!!! Please!!!!!! 
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Stephanie L. And yet it was cancelled... 

Annette Z. Great show 

Gabriela K. And why was it cancelled again?? 

Tammy M. This show was such a great escape from 
reality TV.....really missing this show 

Lizzie L. All this and they cancel it!!!! 

Penny M. I really miss this show. I just loved it. 
COME BACK!!!!!!!!!!! 

Chris M. And why isn't it coming back ?! Such a 
great show. 

Christina J. Please come back baby...also best hair 

Roxann L. and yet it was cancelled. 

Lassie C. Bring it back we want Bomb girls 

Ann B. so why can't we have it back on the air! 

Marlene I. BRING IT BACK, it should be on . It's real 
tv and tells a great story. 

Rhonda R. So why was my favourite Award winning 
show cancelled? 

Susan F. Some TV exec needs to get fired for 
cancelling this show. 

Arianna G. Great writers and acting and all the 
above! Well deserved recognition!! Now 
bring it back please. 
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David F. Bring this show back. 

Christina J. Its fabulous and ao true to the era...you 
lnow we are always hearing about the war 
in terms of the military, and battles, 
however rarely anything about the 
support from home the continent 
mobilized everthing and everyone to fight. 
A story that should be told. 

Rose C. Please save bomb girls! I love the show.. I 
love how it's historical and about women 
in the war and how women felt with a lot 
of discrimination and disrespected in any 
field back then.. And that was not so long 
ago... Please save bomb girls!! Thank you 

Pamela M. Please save 

Louise M. I have just read that you are not doing a 
new season of Bomb girls. Why Not! I 
moved from New Zealand (where I saw 
the first season of bomb girls which I 
thoroughly enjoyed and couldn't wait for 
the next season), to Australia where I had 
to go online to watch the second season 
(which I thoroughly enjoyed as well). I 
was inspired to watch bomb girls after 
having watched Land girls. I have always 
been interested in WWII series, 
documentaries, books and movies. My 
father was a spitfire pilot during the war 
(perhaps that's where I get my interest 
from). It is a welcome change to watch a 
series other than programmes called CSI 
or NCIS or something to do with crime in 
the USA. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE 
reconsider and do more series of this 
drama. LOVE LOVE LOVE it. 

B. R.  That's Canada for you. You get something 
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good on T V and they step on it. 

Barbara B. bring it back then 

Deb A. BRING IT BACK!! 

Dawn B. It makes NO sense to me why it was 
cancelled. 

Maggie J. Imagine the awards it'd get if you 
BROUGHT IT BACK! 

David A. I hope the movie gets shown in the UK 
with our Canadian cousins 

Erica F. I hate the CBC for cancelling this show. 

Chad H. Good thing it got cancelled then... 

Jane B. So why cancelled????????? 

 


